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THE ROSTRUM.
WHY SPIRITUALISTS REPUDIATE THE DOCTRINES 

OF HELL AND A DEVIL.
(Synopsis of a lecture delivered by Mr. J. J. Morse, at 

Edinboro* tidily Manchester, Oct. 22, 1891.)
Dear Editor,—Rev. — Aked, of Liverpool, has been mak

ing a sensation by preaching on “Sell and Damnation,” but 
he said nothing which spirits and mediums have not been 
teaching with infinitely more force and cogency for the past 
forty years. Mr. J. J. .Morse recently delivered a most 
eloquent lecture on the above subject, of which I propose to 
offer your readers a brief synopsis :—■

Christendom is being Startled to learn that good and 
holy men have ceased to believe in belt They profess to 
find warrant for their change of doctrine in the Bible; they 
discover new meanings in old texts; they manipulate the 
old book as a potter does his clay—pushing, pulling, 
squeezing, revising, translating, interpreting and re-revising 
until they make it fit their Own ideas, and the devil does not 
look half so disagreeable, or hell half so uncomfortable as 
they did some years ago. They now declare that hell does 
not mean what people supposed it did; have given it a new 
name—Sheol, and Sheol ift quite a nice place, a sort of 
private park compared with the old hell. He contended 
that these results were due, hot to any new revelation 
received by Christians, but to the increased development of 
humanity which has compelled theologians to set their house 
in order. The progress of man, the increase of knowledge 
and liberty of thought, the opposing forces of materialistic 
teachings, Unitarian scholarship, and Spiritualistic facts and 
revelations had compelled the Church to modify its dogmas 
and cool its hell. Believers had found that though they 
could burn a heretic they could not burn his thought. 
Scholarship was on the side of the critic, and the Church has 
had to make a virtue of necessity, and reckon with the foe 
it could not conquer. Spiritualism was progressive, and 
headed the procession which was marching on to conquest. 
People supposed Spiritualism was demoralising, yet when 
pressed to explain why, they explain because “ Spiritualists 
do not accept the prevalent Christian beliefs.” He pointed 
out that it was very difficult to ascertain what is the 
Christians’ belief, for what they believe to-day was heresy 
yesterday, and there is no telling what they will believe to
morrow. Spiritualists, he contended, are better for not 
endorsing the orthodox teachings. They live in a freer 
moral atmosphere, which gives strength, independence, and 
inspiration. He affirmed that u acceptance of a place of tor
ment beyond the grave marks the lowest phase of religious 
belief.” “ People,” said he, “ thoroughly believe in some 
sort of hell—for others.0 Hell was a comforting doctrine to 
such persons. It gratified their desire for revenge to think 
that people they disliked or disagreed with would be com
pelled to suffer hereafter ; that God would inflict eternal 
penalties, while they rejoiced iu heavenly immunity from 
pain. a It is not what you believe” said he, “ but what do 
you know 1 You have no right to inflict such a doctrine on 
others unless you have the fullest evidence in support.” 
People reply, “ We have been taught it0 “ Yes,” he 
replied, “ you have been taught many things, on authority,

but that is not satisfactory. It is not the platform of the 
nineteenth century. The world asks for evidence, and has 
as much right to ask a bishop for proof as it has to demand 
evidence from a Stanley for his claimed discoveries in Africa. 
We may believe the theologian honest, but our roads separate. 
We say to the Christian, 1 Stay where you are and believe, 
we are going on to find out the truth for ourselves.’ ”

The Spiritualist holds communion with the spirit world. 
The spirits know what sort of a world they live in; they 
send intelligent and intelligible messages which prove that 
they are rational people. Those who deny the possibility 
of spirit intercourse are simply falsifiers of all religious 
history which unanimously affirms the communion. An 
honest man, an ordinary, decent, reputable man, passes 
away. He communicates with the enquirers who asks him 
if heaven, hell, or purgatory exist? This honest man 
truthfully replies, “ I am alive, and in a world Which ii 
natural to those that live in it, has its localities, families, 
friendships, and interests.” The dead liveh afe still men, 
women, and children, and they declare that they have never 
found hell, or met the devil This testimony is a relief* 
It is a source of satisfaction to know that God does not 
maintain the soul alive solely to torture ahd torment it. 
The universal report from all sorts and conditions of spirit 
people, young and old, wise and foolish, learned and 
unlettered, is to the effect that they have not found either 
hell or devil. But, it is objected, “ they may be lying spirits 
sent to deceive.” This is a charge easily tnade but lacks 
proof. The man who is honest here may surely be expected 
to remain honest and give a trustworthy report from the 
great beyond. But you will ask these spirits, “If you 
nave not found hell, do you know anything of punish
ment?0 and the reply is, “I do. There are punishments 
for wfong-doing; retribution for injustice, and compensa
tion must be made by all.” If they were lying spirits 
they would hardly be likely to insist, as they do, upon 
the faot that consequences must be met, that sin brings 
its own punishment, that man is responsible, and the fact 
that they admit that pain and suffering are experienced 
after death by the wrong-doer is a point in their favour. 
They declare that hell is within—is a state or condition, not 
a locality. The speaker contended that “universal laws 
were adequate to meet the requirements of universal 
humanity.” Those who believe in torments after death 
virtually confess that they think God is too weak to reform 
man this side the grave and so wreaks his vengeance upon 
him hereafter.

He believed in the everlasting punishment of sinf but not 
of sinners. Wrong-doing inevitably brings its consequences, 
which, in their outworking are oufative and educational. 
If a man burns his hand he does himself wrong and the 
blister Is his punishment, but he learns therefrom to avoid 
the fire. There would be no justice in perpetuating the 
blister. The law is that fire burns, people who cotne under 
its operations are always burnt. The individual blister is 
cured, but the law remains the same. As in the physical 
so in the moral and spiritual realms* When spiritual 
perceptions become acute and clear enough to perceive the 
wrong, and the consciousness of shortcoming and wrong
doing awakens, the soul is overwhelmed with sorrow, repen
tance Is followed by a strong desire to lift ourselves above 
the conditions, and thus the spirit is disciplined, its powers 
brought out, and the purifying influence of pain aids the 
spirit to pass through hell-conditions onward into harmony 
and peace as the result of earnest efforts to act righteously 
and in accordance with the universal principles of justice, 
goodness, and love.—Cor,
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GERALD MASSEY ON “THEOSOPHY.”

In one of my lectures, that on “ The Seven Souls,” I had
written of 
then, called,

Theosophy, or “Esoteric Buddhism ” as it was
as follows:

superior to the present, because they may have a little more 
than ordinary knowledge of some special phase of it! There 
were no other facts or faculties in nature for the Hindu

Mystery has been called the mother of abominations; but 
the abominations themselves are the superstitions, the rites 
and ceremonies, the dogmas, doctrines, delusive idealisms, 
and unjust laws that have been falsely founded on the 
ancient mysteries by ignorant literalization and esoteric 
misinterpretation. ”

These citations may yield instruction if thoughtfully 
considered.—Agnostic Journal,

r

Mahatmas or Egyptian Rishis than there are for us, although
they may have brooded for ages and ages over those of a THEOSOPHICAL REFLECTIONS.
supra-normal kind. The faculties with which the adepts I —■—■—
can—as Mr. Sinnett says—read the mysteries of other I The re-incarnation theory of the Theosophists is, after all, 
worlds, and of other states of existence, and trace the only the transmigration theory of the Pagan Chinee in 
current of life on our globe, are identical with those of our another form. According to Mrs. Besant, the unattached 
clairvoyants and mediums, however much more developed ego dawdles around until it finds a newly-born body that 
and disciplined they may be in the narrower grooves of will fit its strength or weakness, then collects its ghostly 
ancient knowledge. Much of the wisdom of the past depends I belongings and takes possession of the vacant tenement. We 
on its being held secret and esoteric—-on being ‘ kept dark/ I are not told how disputes are decided when several egoes 
as we say. It is like the corals, that live while they are I fasten on the same likely infant, but that is the way with all 
covered over and concealed in the waters, but die on reach- of those subtle theories. They don’t stand the weather. In 
ing day I an atmosphere of doubt and criticism they shrivel up like a

“ Moreover, it is a delusion to suppose there is anything guinea suit in a shower of rain, until what was supposed to 
in the experience or wisdom of the past, the ascertained fit a man will not fit a schoolboy. For my part, I would as 
results of which can only be communicated from beneath soon accept the transmigration theory as re-incarnation. It 
the cloak and mask of mystery, by a teacher who personates doesn’t seem harder to believe that after Lord Randy has 
the unknown, accompanied by rites and ceremonies belonging worn out this life in foreign travel he should come again as 
to the pantomime and paraphernalia of the ancient medicine a performing French poodle, than that Mrs. Besant’s ego, 
men. They are the cultivators of the mystery in which they while occupying the same tenement, should at one time be a 
seek to enshroud themselves, and live the other life as I cool, critical Secularist, and at another a credulous Theoso- 
already dead men in this ; whereas, we are seeking to explore phist. And, after all, when you come to look more closely 
and pluck out the heart of the mystery. Explanation is the | at the transmigration theory, it—but wait a moment. Last 

week, some one, writing of James Russell Lowell, said that 
when he was in a hurry he wrote in verse. Though that 
fact seems to want an iron-hooped faith to hold it, yet, as I 
am in a hurry, it will do no harm to make an experiment.

TRANSMIGRATION.
If human souls did transmigrate, 
Some facts we know would indicate 
The fate of many if their bent 
Were waiting its development.

soul of science. They will tell you we cannot have their 
knowledge without living their life. But we may not all 
retire into a solitude to live the existence of ecstatic 
dreamers. Personally, I do not want tho knowledge for 
myself. These treasures I am in search of I need for others. 
I want to utilise both tongue and pen and printer’s type ; 
and, if there are secrets of the purer and profounder life, we 
cannot afford them to be kept secret; they ask to be made 
universally known. I do not want to find out that I am a 
god iu my inner consciousness. I do not seek the eternal
soul of Self. I want the ignorant to know, the benighted to 

and humanized ; and would have all means to that end pro- I 
claimed world-wide, not patented for the individual few, and I 
kept strictly private from the many. That is only a survival I 
of priestcraft, under whatsoever name. I cannot join in the 
new masquerade and simulation of ancient mysteries manu- I 
factured iu our town by Theosophists, Hermetists, pseudo- I 
Esoterics, and Occultists of various orders, howsoever 
profound their pretensions. The very essence of all such 
mysteries as are got up from the refuse leavings of the past 
is pretence, imposition, and imposture. The only interest I 
take in the ancient mysteries is in ascertaining how they 
originated, in verifying their alleged phenomena, in knowing 
what they meant, on purpose to publish the knowledge as 
soon and as widely as possible. Public experimental re
search, the printing-press, and a Freethought platform have 
abolished the need of mystery. It is no longer necessary for 
science to take the veil, as she was forced to do for security 
in times past. Neither was the ancient gnosis kept con
cealed at first on account of its profundity, so much as on 
account of its primitive simplicity. That significance which 
the esoteric misinterpreters try to read into it was not in 
the nature of it originally. There is a regular manufacture 
of the old masters carried on by impostors in Rome. The 
modern manufacture of ancient mysteries is just as great an 
imposition, and equally sure to be found out. Do not sup
pose I am saying this, or waging war, on behalf of the mys
teries called Christian, for I look upon them as the greatest 
imposition of all. Rome was the manufactory of old masters 
1800 years ago. I am opposed to all man-made mystery, 
and all kinds of false belief. The battle of truth and error 
is not to be darkly fought now-a-days behind the mask of 
secrecy. Darkness gives all its advantage to error ; day
light alone is in favour of truth. Nature is full of mystery, 
and we are here to make out the mysteries of Nature and 
draw them into daylight, not to cultivate and keep veiled 
the mysteries made by man in the day of his need or the 
night of his past. We want to have done with the mask of 
mystery and all the devious devilries of its double-facedness, 
so that we may look fully and squarely into the face of 
Nature for ourselves, whether in the past, present, or future.

May as a camel have his hump ;
While optimistic spirits may 
As birds sing merrily all day. 
Some politicians in our minds, 
Would then be rats of various kinds; 
While others, now reverse of bold, 
Would speak, as parrots, what they’re told. 
Some parsons would as ravens croak, 
And some as owls would screech at folk ; 
And many blatant pedagogues 
Would then be envious blown-out frogs.
Some ballet girls, more legs than brains, 
May come again as storks and cranes ; 
And dudes who now a figure cut, 
As turkey cocks would proudly strut. 
Some wags who wear eternal grins, 
May step into hyaenas’ skins ; 
And mimics changed to monkeys can 
Continue imitating man.
The glutton who delights in “ prog,” 
May gorge again in shape of hog ; 
And those who ** wet the other eye,” 
May be amphibious by and bye. 
Some smart detective may be found 
Returning to the trail as hound ; 
And others very cute and keen, 
May be as wriggling ferrets seen. 
Some doctors may return to us, 
As waddling ducks, all quack and fuss ; 
But one ab least, I’m certain, will 
Return as pelican—mostly bill. 
Quill drivers, ib is very clear, 
As porcupines must reappear ; 
Though those who only scribble lines. 
Of course, need not be porcupines. 
Ib’s difficult to predicate 
What future state may poets wait; 
But if some prayers are not in vain 
They never will exist again.—T. S.

—Batley News (Yorkshire).

Once, perhaps, in each crisis of our lives, our guardian
angel stands before us with his hands full of golden oppor
tunity which, if we grasp, it is well with us; but woe to us
if we turn our backs sullenly on our gentle visitor, aud scorn
his celestial gift! Never again is the gracious treasure
offered, and the favourable moment returns no more.—Max
well Grey, •
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THE STANWAY GHOST.

(From “ The Leicestershire Echo.”)
A correspondent sends us a clipping from a local Midland 

county paper as follows. Our correspondent adds the affair 
is awaking an immense amount of sensation in the vicinity 
of Stan way.

A STANWAY GHOST STORY.

A story is published of a ghostly visitor in a locale not far 
from Lord Elcho’s house at Stan way. Mr. Canning, who 
was formerly a well-known auctioneer at Stratford, moved 
last autumn to the farm known as Upper Coscombe. Some 
time ago the former tenant died, and for three years nobody 
could be got to take the farm. In order to prepare the 
place for the reception of himself and family, Mr. Canning 
employed painters and other workmen from Cheltenham to 
do the necessary work, and furniture was conveyed to the 
house. Then commenced, it is alleged, certain spectral 
appearances. About twelve o’clock one night towards 
the end of October, a man by name Silvester was left alone 
in what was originally the kitchen. In the daytime this is 
lighted by a small casement, situated immediately over the 
copper adjacent to the fireplace, and occupying a corner. In 
order to look out of the window it is necessary to lean over 
the spacious copper. While he was busily engaged in his 
ablutions he suddenly heard three taps upon the window 
pane, and, looking up, saw the upper portion of a female 
face “encased in an old 18th century bonnet/’ gazing at him. 
He rushed out. There was no one there. It was a ghost. 
Then he told Mr. Canning’s two stalwart sons, and they 
mocked. To punish them the ghost made footsteps over
head. There was not a soul in that room. The next night 
three men worked in the kitchen. One of them heard three 
taps. One looked up and screeched. It was the ghost. 
The other two saw it. Other workmen came and gibed at 
the ashen visages of their fellows, but three taps and an 
apparition dispelled their impious doubtings. The two 
Cannings and Silvester came in and saw the dreaded it— 
“the face of a young woman, with features delicately 
moulded, and skin as white as alabaster. The whole of the 
face, which was encased in a white sun bonnet with white 
lace trimming, was not seen, only the upper portion, the 
mouth being hidden.” One of the men being close to the 
window leant over the copper and stared right into the face 
which was only about a foot distant from him. The first to 
recover his speech was the eldest young Canning, who told 
Silvester to “ pop round ” and see if any one was there. Sil
vester left the k tchen instantly, and as the others gazed 
upon the window, the face disappeared, after having been 
there for at least three minutes. Silvester walked rapidly 
round to the window, a distance of, perhaps, three yards 
from the kitchen door, and called out—“ There’s nothing 
here.” As he said it, he peered in at one side of the window 
from the darkness into the lighted kitchen, and almost 
instantaneously those within heard three taps—though Sil
vester did not—and saw the face of the woman on the other 
side of the window, cheek by jowl with that of the investi
gator. Silvester did not see anything, but the others are 
positive that the face remained there until he returned to 
the kitchen, when it disappeared with its usual suddenness. 
“ The White Lady,” the apparition is called, and i t is said 
that eighty years ago a domestic servant “ of prepossessing 
appearance ” was murdered, and that the author of the 
crime “was never brought to justice. ” Here is an opportu
nity for the Psychical Research Society. Mr. Gurney and 
Mr. Myers had better visit Upper Coscombe.

hypnotic cures.

Dr. Hirt, in Breslau, Germany, has succeeded in making 
some cures that would have been set down as miracles in a 
more superstitious age. A thorough investigation of hypno
tism and a knowledge of how to make use of it are well 
worth the while of progressive physicians.

The son of Privy Councillor Klein, of Breslau, had been 
afflicted with cough and every symptom of consumption for 
months. In January, 1889, the cough attacked him. He 
grew worse and worse for seven months, when he often lay 
upon his bed all day from weakness. The paroxysms were- 
terrible, accompanied with expectoration of blood. Early in 
1890 Councillor Klein prepared to take his son to Italy, in 
hopes to prolong his life. He mentioned his intention to 
Dr. Hirt, who offered to try what could be done with 

hypnotism. Klein gave his consent, and the boy was brought 
to him.

The physician put the patient under hypnotic influence 
by the ordinary method. Then, with the boy in the mes
meric sleep, the physician told him that he had a bad sore 
throat, but that it was now well, and he would sleep soundly 
that night. Dr. Hirt said this repeatedly in a clear, 
decided voice, and pressed and rubbed the boy’s larynx 
meanwhile. He also told him that he was entirely well, 
and that he must say for himself that he was entirely well. 
The boy then said, “I am entirely well.”

Dr. Hirt treated the youth February 4, 1890. Next 
day came the father, and said no further treatment was 
needed. In three months’ time the boy was in perfect 
health.

The other cure was somewhat similar. In this case a 
13-year-old boy had been afflicted for some weeks with a 
hoarseness that had left him quite voiceless. Dr. Hirt first 
hypnotized him, then told him the hoarseness had been all 
imaginary, and that he could speak as loudly as any one. 
His throat was well, the physician assured him. Then he 
bade him speak aloud. He kneaded and rubbed the boy’s 
throat as he had done with the other patient. The boy then 
spoke, a little at first, gradually louder, till in three minutes 
from the first effort he had quite recovered his voice.

These instances seem thoroughly well authenticated. If 
they are so, and if the cures really were performed as 
reported, then hypnotism is a boon to physicians. In Russia 
public hypnotic stances are prohibited, and only physicians 
are allowed to practise the art.

— ■ 0—- --------------

THE WONDERFUL CANADIAN CHILD HEALER.

According to the Montreal papers Rose de Lima Belville, a 
young French-Canadian girl, eight years old, residing with 
her parents at No. 85, Versailles Street, Montreal, is at the 
present time gaining much fame, especially among her own 
people, the French-Canadians in the Province of Quebec. 
She is gifted with a “ supernatural power ” of healing, with 
which she is enabled to perform miracles. Hundreds of 
persons who are lame, blind, halt, or otherwise diseased, 
throng after her daily, in the belief that she is possessed of 
curative powers. The people call her “ la petite fille prodige,” 
and the French press recognize in her a subject worth notice, 
and continually relate instances in which the girl has 
exercised her charm with success. To look at her one could 
not distinguish anything unusual in her appearance. She is 
a typical French-Canadian child, with eyes and hair as black 
as jet. She is the seventh girl of a family of eight. Her 
father was until lately an express driver, but left his situation, 
and now devotes himself entirely to taking the little 
“gu^risseuse” around from town to town. Although the girl 
performed her first miracle when she wafe five years old, it is 
not until lately that she has come into prominence. Her 
father says he did not desire that she should, and did his 
best to keep his daughter’s name from the public. Her 
first cure was operated on a friend of the family suffering 
from panaris, which in English means whitlow. It was 
eminently successful. The operation consisted of Rose 
passing a goose’s feather over the affected part, and the 
patient, it is alleged, was immediately cured. Since then 
she has continually employed her faculty, and has visited 
many people, who declare that she cured them of their 
various ailments. Rose is somewhat peculiar. She is un
like other children in her manner. Her father, in speaking 
to the Tribune reporter, said she never plays with other 
children, and scarcely ever spoke a word either in or out of 
the house. She is a remarkable thinker, and her brain is 
constantly at work.

VISITORS COME FROM ALL BIDES.

Visitors began to come from all parts of the city to see 
the child and the fascinating feathers, and soon her name 
became known all over the province. Among those she 
has permanently cured of long-standing ailments was a 
r'eligieuse, belonging to a convent on Delisle Street. This 
particular cure brought further fame to the child, and her 
visitors increased to fifty a day. The father confessors of 
some of Rose’s patients were consulted in the matter. They 
refused to pronounce one way or the other, and left the 
people to do as they pleased. It is understood, however, 
that they are averse to their people recognizing the child, 
and may shortly give vent to their feelings in a pastoral pro 
hibiting the people from going to her. The visitors to the 
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child’s home grew so numerous that she was forced to seek 
rest in the country quite recently. On her return to the 
city she was waited on by a policeman named Henri Proulx, 
of St. Cunegonde, who for years had been suffering from 
spine disease. Little Rose was consulted, and the feathers 
brought into requisition. The policeman declares that he 
was healed, and from that day has enjoyed better health 
than he has ever done before. A woman named Geroux, 
living on Versailles Street, was unable to walk for years. 
She says she has been cured, and is now able to walk even 
without the aid of crutches. Mme. Pellerin, of De Salaberry 
Street, and Mr. Cousmean, of St. Laurent, are among the 
names of those who have been cured of hip disease. To a 
Tribune reporter they declared that it was the passing of the 
feathers over the affected spots by Rose that cured them. 
Mrs. Lachapelle, Delisle Street, and Mrs. Cote, St. Emilie 
Street, could neither of them walk, but now they are enabled 
to do so, after an interview with the child. Two women named 
Renaud, also of this city, were cured of chronic neuralgia, and 
a Mrs. Beauchamp, who suffered from rheumatism for years, 
is also among the large number that emphatically declare they 
have been permanently cured by the little miracle-worker.

NUMEROUS CURES REPORTED.
From Montreal the girl went to Quebec about two weeks 

ago, and took up her residence at No. 55, Real Street. The 
story of her alleged miracles had reached there before her. 
Crowds came to the house to be cured of various diseases. 
At times the crush was so great that the doors had to be 
barricaded, and the people were allowed to enter, one at a 
time, by the window. Great excitement prevailed among 
the French-Canadians of the outlying parishes, many of 
whom came miles to consult the child. Numerous cures 
are reported to have been worked among the inhabitants, 
who look upon the girl with feelings of reverence and awe. 
Her father, in conversation with a Tribune reporter, said 
there was no doubt of the child’s wonderful healing power. 
He had seen her perform miracles. He had seen people 
come to her in suffering, and before they left her presence 
they were healed of their infirmities. He was in daily 
receipt of letters from various cities and towns in the States, 
asking that his daughter be sent on. From Chicago several 
parties had written pressing invitations, and the child will 
be in that city soon. While there she will receive the 
afflicted ones, and is confident that she will perform still 
greater wonders. L'Etendard, a leading French newspaper 
in the province, in speaking of Rose de Lima Belville, says: 
“ Visitors to the child are becoming more and more numerous 
daily, and she is being sent for from all parts of the country. 
A great many people declare that they have been cured by 
these feathers, without being able to give any natural reason 
for their return to health. Personally we cannot give an 
opinion on this state of things, which seems to us to be 
marvellous; but we think a thorough examination should be 
set on foot to ascertain positively the truth of the little girl’s 
alleged miracles. Either the public is being hoodwinked, or 
else it is true that the child is really gifted with an 
extraordinary curative power. If we consult eminent 
authors who have treated of this subject, as De Lancre, 
Gone, among ancient, and De Mirville, Ellioteon, and 
Aahburner, among modern writers, we find that wonders of 
this sort are not confined to Canada. On the contrary, they 
have been often spoken of in all parts of ancient history. If 
these events have happened in the olden times, we do not 
see why they could not be repeated at the present day. Let 
it be understood, however, that we do not desire to pass an 
opinion on the subject ; only we must say that, however 
wonderful seem the instances of the child’s power, they are 
not impossible, because we know of even more extraordinary 
things happening, which have been substantiated by the 
writings of many learned men.”—Montreal Times.

Theosophy must be making headway, for it is, we see, 
considered worth while to attack it, and nobody attacks a 
movement of that sort so long as it remains unpopular. 
Nobody attacked the Salvation Army until its ranks and file 
were numbered by thousands. The onslaught against Theo
sophy is made by a medical contemporary, which sums it up 
in the shape of a prescription, as follows:—

Conveyed Christianity    2 parts, 
Asiatic Mysticism................ ....... 2 „
Crude Metaphysics .................... „
Pure Twaddle ....................... 944 n

100 .
—Newcastle Chronicle.

SPIRITUAL FRAGMENTS.
“ Gather them up.”

AN OLD TIME DEFINITION OF A TRUE 
RELIGIOUS PREACHER.

There was once a minister of the gospel who never built a 
church; who never preached in one; who never proposed or 
patronised a church fair to buy a new carpet, organ, or hymn
books; who never founded a sect ; who never denounced, 
burnt, killed, or tortured those who differed from him ; never 
received a salary for preaching, or a palace to live in; never 
wore a black suit, white tie, gaiters, lawn sleeves, silk aprons, 
triple crown, or red hat ; who never wrote a sermon, used 
a prayer-book, or hired grown up and small boys—draped in 
white gowns—to sing for him, and attract an audience; never 
learned or wrote his sermons, but was inspired by God ; never 
went to a Theological College, advertised his sermons, or kept 
the Sunday holier than any other day. His name was un
known in his own time, but now millions bow the knee to it, 
worship him as a God, and hundreds of thousands pay their 
last earthly possessions to catch sight of an old ragged coat, 
puffed off by a set of impostors as a garment which this 
preacher was said to have worn nearly 2,000 years ago 1! 
Such is human nature ! Oh, superstition, bigotry, and folly! 
thy names are Man.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS AS AN INSPIRATIONAL 
MEDIUM.

In The Constancies one of the Spiritual journals of the 
Argentine Republic, the editor mentions as striking illustra
tions, the clairvoyance of Christopher Columbus, of Amerigo 
Vespucci, of Vasco de Gama, and of Magellan, each of whom 
was spiritually impressed with the existence of previously 
unknown lands, and, no doubt, spiritually impelled to 
disoover them.

In the life of the first-named explorer, written by his son, 
we find him quoting his father’s words to the following 
effect:—“It has pleased our Lord to grant faith and 
assurance for this enterprise ; He has opened my under
standing and made me most willing to go.” And the last 
will and testament of Columbus commenced with these 
significant words: “ In the name of the most holy Trinity, 
who inspired me with the idea, and who afterwards made it 
clear to me that, by traversing the ocean westwardly,” &c. 
What a valuable and instructive book might be written on 
the subject thus cursorily touched upon in the article 
above referred to.

La Nueva Alianza, of Cienfuegoa, in the island of Cuba, 
quotes from the Criteria Espiritista, of Madrid, which we 
were not so fortunate as to receive, the prospectus of a new 
Spiritual association, projected by Spiritualists who are also 
Freemasons, to be entitled “The Universal Brotherhood,” and 
to be established for the following objects, among others :—

1. The theoretical and practical study of Spiritualism, 
magnetism, hypnotism, and the occult sciences.

2. To institute experiments for obtaining the realization 
of the phenomena called Spiritist

3. To find a solution, by its moral doctrines, of the 
sociological problems.

4. To defend education.
5. To exercise mutual protection on behalf of all the 

associates. <
6. To practise beneficence.
7. To initiate and promote relations of mutual helpful

ness with other associations having similarly progressive and 
beneficent objects in view.

The prospectus contains thirty other classes, but they 
chiefly relate to matters of organization and detail.

El Criteria Espiritista is to be the official organ of the 
“Universal Brotherhood,” which has already received 
numerous adhesions, and promises to become a powerful 
institution in Spain and Spanish-speaking countries.

The Annalee des Sciences Psychiques publishes from 
the pen of Frantz Potocnick, a curious adventure which 
befell him when travelling in Galicia, in the year 1858. He 
had arrived at a place called Osuroym, aud had put up at 
the best inn in the town, kept by a landlord named Lowe. 
After supper, the visitor was shown to his bedroom, on the 

I first floor of what had formerly been a monastery. Before 
retiring to rest, he shut and looked the door, and half an 

I hour afterwards was surprised to find the room suddenly
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IJupiinated, and to perceive a warrior entering by the door 
and stapd looking pound him as if in search of something. 
Mr. Potocnick sprang out of bed, and on reaching the door 
was astonished to find it as securely fastened as he bad left 
it. The apparition disappeared, and the occupant of the 
chamber retired to rest again; but not to sleep. His visitor 
csmp back again, and then Mr. Potocnick, seizing his 
revolver, fired at the spectre, which once more vanished. 
The report roused the house, and the landlord and waiter 
'when they learned what had occurred, exchanged significant 
glances, and conducted their guest to another chamber, 
acknowledging that the room was haunted; that the last 
parSQD who attempted to sleep in it was a tourist from 
Kartz, apd that he was found next morning lying on the 
floor of the chamber in an apoplectic fit This was two 
years previously, and the landlord, believing Mr. Potocnick 
to be a man of determined character, ventured to re-open for 
hie qae the haunted chamber.—Harbinger of Light.

THE SOUTH WIND.

To the north I fly through the azure sky, 
As the tropica I leave behind, 

Where the islets rest on the ocean’s breast, 
And the spray that flies from each foaming crest

Is with glittering rainbows twined.
And the bright waves chase,as away I race 

From the palms on the silver shore ;
But I slanting gp from the parth below 
To the airy regions of crystal snow, 

And I glide o’er its icy floor.
And I scatter rain on the growing grain, 

On the trees and the waving grass, 
While the strong hills shake when the echoes wake, 
And to cheer my course from their caverns break, 

As I rush through the mountain pass.
Whfle the sun and shade of the forest glade 

Ab a gossamer robe I spin,
But I throw it wide as I onward glide, 
For the garb of earth must be laid aside 

Fare the spirit its freedom win.
And where sleeping lake, by the rustling brake, 

Views the fathomless sky in dreamy
There I lightly skim from the mirrored brim, 
But my flying steps makes the vision dim, 

And it changes to broken gleams.
And I garner sheaves of the autumn leaves, 

And I come with awaking breath,
Where the wintry blast, ga it haeteued past,
O’er the b|ue-eyed streamlets its spell had cast, 

And their pulses had stilled in death.
And laugh aloud from the ebon cloud, 

As my steeds through the midnight dash, 
For the northern pole is their distant goal, 
While the wheels of thunder behind them roll, 

And their hoofs strike the lightning’s flash.
But where salt waves freeze in ths Arctic seas, 

I return to my sunny skies ;
For to life’s long quest cornea a perfect rest,
When we float with truth to the islands blest, 

That unfolded to childhood's eyes.
— JF. A. Carlile, Birmingham.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

The Saturday Review Bays z The reports of recent proceed
ings of the London School Board in the police courts supply 
some astonishing illustrations of indiscriminating zeal in 
administering the Qompulsory clause of the Education Act. 
At North London some 60 parents were summoned for the 
non-attendance of their children. It is inconceivable that 
the parsons who are responsible for these prosecutions can 
read* the report of some of these cases without experiencing 
a section of discomfort that might be shame were it not 
for their slavish devotion to the letter of the law, or, what is 
worse, to a fetish and a fad. Discretion and common sense 
seem, however, to be wholly wanting in the majority of the 
London School Board. Their underlings, at all events, are 
absolutely incapable of distinguishing the various degrees of 
naughtiness in oases of absenteeism among children. 
Education is a good thing no doubt, but education enforced 
by arbitrary prosecutions, as at the North London Court, is 
an unmitigated evil There is an excellent moral iu the 
case of the costermonger, “My children are middling edu
cated/* said h^ “but, I say, labour before scholarship. 
There are plenty of scholars in this country starving at the 
present time, and what I want to do is to teach my children 
to get an honest living in the streets.” Jt is a far cry from 
the honest coster, whose child is ordered by Mr. Horace

Smith to attend, to the wrathful woman who wanted to 
know why she could not do as she pleased with her own 
children. When she was fined 13s., this spirited parent 
refused to follow the gaoler through the “ prisoners’ door ” 
to pay the money. “ No I ” said she, “I am not a prisoner, 
or a thief; and I shan’t go through that door,”

The Misses Hodgkin, two young English ladies, have 
started a monthly magazine for the blind, in Braille type. 
It is called The Santa Lucia, and is designed to bring 
current bjgh-class literature within reach of the blind. 
Almost all publishers release copyright for this benevolent 
purpose, and allow The Santa Lucia to reproduce their best 
work. The Women's Penny Paper, of London, says : “ The 
price of the magazine will just cover its cost; and when one 
considers the pleasure it will bring to many lives made 
solitary by affliction, one cannot be too thankful for the 
fact that there are good women in the world who know how 
to use their leisure to noble ends.”—Cornubian,

Miss Mary Whately, Archbishop Whately’s daughter, 
who has lately died in Cairo, went to Egypt, in 1861, for 
her health. She saw thousands of Moslem girls growing up 
in the streets and lanes without any education, and opened 
a school for them at her own expense. Afterwards she 
added a department for boys. In 1869 Ismail Pasha gave 
her land for a building. The schools were very successful, 
and the average number of pupils in attendance was six 
hundred. In addition to this good work Miss Whately 
wrote several books—“Ragged Life in Egypt,” “Among the 
Huts,” and “Scenes of Life in Cairo.” She was sixty-five 
when she died.—Cornubian,

PREMONITIONS OF APPROACHING DEATH,

The first symptom of approaching death with some is the 
strong presentiment that they are about to die. Mozart 
wrote his requiem under the conviction that the monument 
he was raising to his genius would by the power of associa
tion prove a universal monument to his remains. When 
life was fleeting fast he called for the score, and, musing 
over it, said, “ Did I not tell you truly that it was far my
self I composed this death chant?” The ease of Wolsey wm 
singular, The morning before he died he asked Cavendish 
the hour, and was answered “ Past eight” “ Eight of the 
clock 1 ” replied Wolsey, “ that cannot be ; eight of the 
clock, nay, nay, it cannot be eight of the clock, for by eight 
of the clock you shall lose your master.” The day he mis
calculated, the hour came true. On the following morning 
as the dock struck eight his troubled spirit passed from this 
life. A great artist, convinced that his hand was about to 
lose its cunning, chose a subject emblematical of the coming 
event. His friends inquired the nature of his next design, 
and Hogarth replied, “The end of all things.” “In that 
case,” rejoined one, “ there will be an end of the painter,” 
What was uttered in jest was answered in earnest, with a 
solemn look and a heavy sigh : “There will,” he said, “and 
the sooner my work is done the better.” He commenced 
next day, laboured upon it with unremitting diligence, aud 
when he had given it the last touch, seized his palette, broke 
it in pieces, and said, “I have finished.” The print wm 
published in March, under the title of “Finis,” and in 
October the curious eyes which saw the manners in the face 
were closed in the dust. Ozanam, the mathematician, while 
in apparent health, rejected pupils from the feeling that he 
was on the eve of resting from hia labours, and expired soon 
after. Fletcher, the divine, had a dream which shadowed 
out his impending dissolution; believing it to be the merciful 
warning of heaven, he sent for a sculptor and ordered his 
tomb. “Begin your work forthwith,” he said at parting, 
“there is no time to lose;” and unless the artist had obeyed 
the admonition, death would have proved the quicker work
man of the two. Whence come these premonitions ? Are 
they not some proof that the angel friends are our constant 
guardians, and mercifully prepare the way for our transition 
to the bright spheres beyond ?

With the aid of science* even the Desert of Sahara is 
becoming inhabitable, and colonization is encouraged. 
The Lower Sahara is an immense basin of artesian waters, 
and the French are forming fresh oases with skill and 
success* so that the number of cultivated tracts is in
creasing rapidly^ After a period of thirty years, forty-three 
oases have 13,000 inhabitants, 120,000 trees between dw 
and seven years old, and lOOjOQO fruit trees.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
PRIZE STORY.

The time for the reception of competitions for the prize of 
five guineas, announced in previous numbers, having 
expired, the stories already sent in will be submitted to the 
judges who are to make the selection as soon as possible. 
After the decision has been arrived at, the successful winner’s 
name will be announced, and the serial be at once com
menced. This is the last notice that can appear on this sub
ject prior to the decision.

TRANSCENDENTAL FACULTIES IN MAN.
BY THOMAS TIMSON, OF LEICESTER.

Man in his primeval stages strove vigorously to transcend 
all his past efforts. In his struggles for existence and the 
supremacy of the animal kingdom unmistakable indications 
of aspiration to ascend to higher capacity and broader 
knowledge stand out in his nature bold and distinct, and 
signifying unlimited progress and infinite power. Man, 
observed in his individuality, stands alone in the realm of 
animal life as a conscious reflection of all other kingdoms of 
animate and inanimate existences. Moulded and fashioned 
by innumerable environments, transmissions, and evolutions, 
he presents the most complex and inexhaustible study of 
earth life, with the highest perfections of mineral, vegetable, 
and animal potentialities. All the changes and excita
tions of pulsating vegetation, along with the countless 
sensibilities and susceptibilities, impulses and passions of 
animal life are involved in his wondrous economy, and each 
performing their relative function essential to the well-being 
and perfection of the whole. Well may it be said that 
u Man is tbe noblest work of God.” In his being is the 
ignescent spark of the divine spirit, enshrined in the most 
elaborate mechanism ever constructed. Through all the 
passage from mineral to vegetable and animal to human a 
Continuous evolution bears the spirit onward and upward 
Until it shall transcend all states and be no longer earth
bound, but free from the manacles of flesh ; it shall stand 
forth enriched in knowledge and power to control all life 
and existence through which his persistent march has led. 
At present man does not realize his “ potentialities and 
powers” in their entirety, or he would not bow to the 
elements, but would subjugate all to his will By systemati
cal study of the many problems of life, man has been 
enabled to subdue the grosser elements, though somewhat 
imperfectly, to his will What in the past has been 
stigmatised as insanity and collusion stands on the sum

mit of present reality, and receives the honour and con
sideration of the civilised world. Yet such is the fate of pro
gress, and still onward is the transcending aspiration of the 
soul. Step by step fresh achievements attained and fond 
hopes realised, dreams and fancies born into the sunlight of 
reality, impossibilities in one decade insurmountable become 
in the next facilities and agencies to even higher acquisition. 
The earth has been the laboratory for the systematic 
education of man’s endowments, the school of his manhood, 
the playground of his youth. The most absurd objections 
have been raised in opposition to all reforms, inventions, 
and advancements of every description, and their advocates 
and adherents have ever been subjects of contempt, insult, 
and persecution, and, in many instances, the target of 
torture and death. Man has been the study of man in all 
countries and under all conditions, and how he shall best 
comprehend himself is the leading query of all ages, and to
day the light is streaming in on every hand significant of the 
fact, “ The half has not been told,” and man still aspires to 
transcend all past accomplishments in his endeavours for 
the future. Concrete substantive elements and tangible 
matter all have received his attention, and science has been 
moulded day by day, and man’s acquaintance with his con
stitutional relations thereto has been deepened and new 
phases and beams of light have shone forth to encourage him 
on to even higher results than looking back upon the path he 
has trod. A retrospect and a comparison forms the basis for 
a higher and deeper inquiry into the abstract, and he learns 
the true philosophy of life and spirit Each inquiry mani
fests new (ruths, opens up new avenues for the soul, and 
man finds new treasures unheard of, develops latent 
potencies he never dreamed of, and continues to explore 
regions hitherto beyond his wildest imaginations and 
romantic conceptions. The old gives place to the new, and 
that which in one generation is held in ridicule* contempt, 
and suspicion, becomes the custom in the next, In science, 
religion, and politics history proclaims the fact, and man is 
marching onward with rapid strides, each success imparting 
renewed vigour and impetus in his ascending movements. 
The old manacles which bound the soul in tyranny are 
broken, and freedom and “ excelsior ” is the sentiment of the 
day. The dogmas and creeds which have blunted the finer 
perceptions of the soul are rapidly losing their grip of the 
human intellect; and observation, comparison, and reflection 
are taking their places in the government and destiny of man. 
New sciences have been discovered, new phenomena investi
gated, and new regions explored. Steam is giving place to 
electricity, and the irksome drudgeries of the past are trans
formed into present facilities. Man has been “looking 
through a glass darkly,” but light has come from the fount 
of spirit

“And spirit with spirit may meet, 
And closer is He than feeling, 

And nearer than hands and feet.”

And man, by experience, has proved the reality of im
mortality, and, by his transcendental faculties, penetrated 
the gloom, entered the light, and enjoys communion with 
the realms of spirit and the continued converse and com
panionship of the “ dead.”

QUESTION DEPARTMENT.
Dear Madam,—In a spirit of truth I ask for your expla

nation for the things we see around us. ^Knowing how vast 
your stores of knowledge are, I submit the following:—

(1) What explanation does Spiritualism give for the two 
extreme conditions of humanity 1 One man is born a prince, 
another a knave. Theosophy says: “Karma\and “Rein
carnation ” is the cause, and that the laws of^heredity only 
explain it in part

(2) Parents give us a body, but whereJdoes the spirit 
come from 1 Also, has the spirit any control of its own 
birth! With interest I await your answer, and remain, 
sincerely yours, Edward Christian.

Colne, October 25, 1891.
ANSWER.

Our questioner must first be prepared *to take the facts 
of existence as we find them, whether there are any 
hypotheses known to man which explain those facts or not. 
But if man is determined to find such hypotheses, as will to 
his comprehension solve the problems of life, we would 
advise that the explanation shall be taken from authorita
tive, rather than hypothetical sources.
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There are in any street, or in any home upon earth, plenty 
of evidences to show that the combination of physical as well 
as mental causes induce hereditary tendencies in offspring, 
just as inevitably as they determine the shape of the body 
or contour of the body and features* The mother of three' 
sons, all literary men of the past half century, being the 
wife of a confirmed drunkard, prayed constantly and 
fervently during the period of those sons’ gestation that 
they might be bom with a deadly hatred of drink. From 
their very birth this prayer was answered in the sons’ most 
invincible hatred of stimulants. The father of two of the 
most celebrated mediums of the present day was a confirmed 
drunkard until after the period when the two unfortunate 
children above alluded to were born. The poor mother, 
knowing nothing of psychology, failed to wish, pray, or 
impress her unborn babes with a detestation for liquor, and 
so they received and have fatally acted out the father’s 
passion.

A former Countess of Harrington, nee Miss Foote, a 
once celebrated actress, prayed that her unborn babe should 
be in person the image of a portrait of Mary Stuart, upon 
which she kept her gaze constantly fixed until after her 
child’s birth. The baby was a girl, grew up the image of 
the portrait, and an idiot, the mother having suffered all 
her powers of mental transmission to become absorbed in 
her infant’s per sonelie. The Bachs for five generations, the 
Mozarts, and many other eminent musicians derived from 
their ancestors an inherited and irresistible taste for music ; 
and nations, tribes, peoples in every land and all ages have 
inevitably transmitted tastes, proclivities, and characters to 
their offspring, as they do their complexions, forms, and 
features. Did space permit we could give volumes of illus
trative proof to show that times, seasons, atmospheres, and 
mental powers are as inevitably influential in forming 
hereditary character as in determining physical peculiarities. 
As to the justice involved in this scheme a few words must 
suffice. There are no duplicates in Nature, hence there must 
be the very highest as the very lowest, and on every step of 
the ladder there must be grades of infinite variety. Two 
sounds of precisely the same pitch annihilate each other, and 
so would forces in any direction, from magnets to minds. To 
create a cause for motion there must be variety—ignorance 
to be instructed by wisdom-—weakness to be supported by 
strength—vice to be lessened by virtue, and so on ad 
infinitum. The second of our propositions is that all com
municating spirits, the world over, declare there is progress 
for all iu the life hereafter. That whilst the evils of earth 
life must exist to create variety and causes of motion, the 
next stage of being is all remedial, reformatory, and progres
sive. There all wrongs are righted, all justice done, and 
millions of progressed spirits have communicated and related 
the wisdom and justice of their earthly proclivities and 
their happiness in conquering them. As to “ Karma ” and 
“ Re-incarnation ” no spirits under crucial test conditions 
have ever taught this, from Swedenborg down to the Lucides 
of Mesmer, or the spirits of the modern Spiritualistic Dispen
sation. The above-named phantasies originated, as is shown 
in “Nineteenth Century Miracles,” through Allan Kardec, 
and the hypnotism of bis own mind, teaching, and literature.

To the second question we have only to say parents fur
nish the spirit in vital tissues just as they do the body. 
There is no more mystery concerning the origin of the spirit 
than there is in that of the body. There are many reasons to 
believe that all forms of matter, from the rock to the animal, 
are saturated by spirit, though the ultimate growth and 
complete development of the spirit can only be attained and 
externalized through the last and highest of forms—man. 
The generation of both body and spirit proceed together 
through appropriate organic means, and there is no more 
mystery or separate methods of generation for the one than 
for the other* Both proceed from vital germs, and as to 
any pre-existent power of the spirit to elect its own paren
tage, or circumstances of birth, were that possible, it is more 
than probable that the world would come to an end in the 
present generation.

ABOUT SEIZING MATERIALIZED SPIRITS.
An esteemed correspondent, in a “ private letter,” which he 
desires to have answered in a public way, takes strong 
exception to our answer to Lex et Lux concerning the 
seizure of materialized spirits, in order to ascertain whether 
they were spirits or frauds. Our friend says:—

“Surely cases, not a few, are on record where the gravest results 
have accrued, not, of course, to the spirit materializing, but to the

medium, from such unexpected forcible seizure of the materialized 
form (assuming the case to be a genuine one); and this is only what 
might reasonably be expected, having regard to the well-known dangers 
of ‘ cross-mesmerism,’ seeing that so great a part of the personality 
of the medium is invested, for the time being, in the materialized 
form.” . ....

To this we have only to cite our own and other’s personal 
experiences during the entire—of the modern—dispensation, 
in which hundreds of cases of seizure of genuine spirit 
materializations have occurred without the slightest harm 
resulting to the mediums ; indeed, when materialized hands, 
feet, and some forms appeared in the early days of Spiri
tualism in America, the Editor, being at countless numbers 
of circles in every State—in semi-darkness as in light—has 
seen these same seizures universally practised. Some of 
these we have recorded, but never have we witnessed one 
instance in which harm or injury befel the medium. In 
such cases the materializations most commonly melted out, 
but not always. Children from the spirit-world have kissed 
and hugged us; hands have held us, and forms have been 
grasped as well as seized. These sometimes melted, and 
formed again instantly; but, except in cases of palpable 
fraud, we have never known such touches, such seizures, or 
such contact injure the medium. We have seen, caught in 
play, and tried to detain the hands fluttering around by scores 
in the presence of Home, Leah Fox Underhill, and many 
other mediums. Catching and clasping those dear hands we 
found we sometimes held warm, cold, soft, or hard hands; 
sometimes they seemed to have instantly dissolved into 
nothing; and not unfrequently they would suddenly pat 
our heads and faces, and give us a smart box on the ear. 
It is quite certain that various parties have claimed they 
should be injured if the spirits that materialized through 
them were touched—and when they have been so touched, 
especially when caught, and tightly held—the medium’s 
groans, cries, and sobs, have testified how much their feelings 
were hurt; but in over thirty years of experience the present 
writer has never known these evidences of distress called 
forth by reed bond fide spirit materializations, and therefore 
we venture to repeat the charge now—as it has been made 
scores of times, aud followed out iu past years—to those who 
dare to give “the truth against the world,” to prove all 
things, and hold fast by that which is good.*

GOSSIP FROM “TRUTH.”
One of the most precious documents that ever emanated 
from a clerical pen was recently written by a reverend 
gentleman named Goring, who is the non-resident owner of 
the greater part of the parish of Kingston, near Lewes, from 
which he draws over £1,000 a year in rent, and another 
hundred or so in tithe. He was appealed to on behalf of the 
vicar of the parish for a donation to the choir fund and for 
the poor of the parish. He replies in this strain “Mr. 
Goring is, and always has been, of the opinion that if the 
inhabitants of a parish desire those adjuncts to public wor
ship .... they ought to provide them for them
selves . . . . With respect to the cottagers at Kings
ton .... the cottages are all let with the farm to 
Mr. S------ , with a view of being occupied by his workpeople. 
Mr. Goring has no reason to think that Mr. S------ is inat
tentive to the relations thus subsisting between him and 
them, nor neglectful of the obligations, charitable or other
wise, incident thereto ; the duties in respect to which may 
devolve on him, and certainly do not lie on Mr. Goring." 
This reverend absentee is at present living, I believe, on his 
rents, at Wiston Park, Steyning, and it would be interesting 
to know whether he is engaged in preaching the kind of 
gospel enunciated in the above letter.

A large-hearted rector in Hampshire has been lecturing 
to the labourers in his village—men, I suppose, who often do 
their twelve or fourteen hours’ open-air work a day, and 
have hearty families at home—on “ How to live on four 
shillings a week.” It would be well, I think, if some of the 
labourers’ unions or associations were to organize a course of 
lectures on “ How to keep a parson on £12 a year.” Were 
our labourers all to live on four shillings a week, it is pretty 
certain that their wages would speedily be reduced to that 
point, so that the only person to benefit would be the farmer 
or the landlord. But if our parsons were all out down to 
£12 a year the balance might be divided among the whole 
community in remission of rates and taxes.

* Note.—In view of the long space required for the preceding
answer, we must reserve further replies to our numerous questioners
for another number,
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THE SPIRITUAL GLEANER.
Although oue sometimes feels inclined to thin^ thut Mrs- 

Lynn Linton is a little too hard on the Wild Women who are 
the lineal successors of the Girls of the Period, we own to having 
felt somewhat startled at a representation in a pictorial con
temporary of an otter hunt in which ladies are gaily taking 
part ‘'Many ladies were out,” says the letterpress, “and 
held their own well across the country with the hunters of 
the sterner sex.” We suppose that to hunt the otter with 
hounds is “ sport,0 but looking at the savageness with which 
the poor brute defends itself from the dogs, the “sport” is 
Scarcely one that should be enjoyed by English ladies.

Read what the Rev. J. G. Wood says of the pretty and 
glossy-furred lutra vulgaris. “Although so fierce an animal 
when attacked, the otter is singularly susceptible of human 
influence, and can be taught to catch fish for the service of 
its master rather than the gratification of its own palate. It 
seems strange that the proprietors of streams should not 
press the otter into their service instead of destroy bag it, and 
contrive to convert into a faithful friend that which is at 
present considered but as a ruthless enemy.” Peace 1 excel
lent J. G. Wood deceased. Sport is sport; and how many 
guineas we wonder does Mr. Henry Graves, the printaeUer, 
want for an artist's proof of the engraving after Sir Edwin 
Landseer’s revoltingly cruel picture, “ Spearing the Otter.”

LYCEUM JOTTINGS.
IH COD’S OAKDBH.

“ Mother, sweet Daisy is dead, they say, 
What do they mean by the 'baby's eipyf' 
Why is she lying so still to-day ?, f

0 Parting, how can I make you know I 
She, with ber dear face white as the prow. 
Only has gone from the life below.

“ Don’t you remember the beetle bright. 
Found on the tree-trunk one summer’s night, 
Looking as if it were poised for flight ?

“ But it was only the shape, within 
All was empty, the shrivelled skin, 
Shone in April gold through its scal^ so thin.

“ There were the eyes, hut they W no sight;
The wings, but useless for air or flight;
Do you know what I told you that summer’s night ?

“ Out of such bodies beautiful things 
Fly, in the azure, with silver wings. 
Far as the lark when he soars and sings.

“ Ho with Daisy, the soul has fled,
We call the w JiW body de®4, 
Aud le$ve it alope ip it? naqpsy bed.

" But we shall meet sweet Daisy again, . 
Where there is nevermore parting nor pain, 
And Qod and His holy angeh reign.

M There, in a garden most fair to see, 
The floww, to you wri to me,

little Da^F, pad ours, will be.” 
Washington, D.C. —Alice Bobbins.

Sir George Grey, ex-premier of New Zealand, has made a 
proposition, which will be submitted to the House of Repre
sentatives, that a new upper chamber be formed in the 
Government of New Zealand composed entirely of women, 
apd that it replace the present upper chamber. The general 
Government of New Zealand at present consists of a governor 
(Earl of Onslow), aided by a ministry, a legislative council (or 
upper chamber), at present consisting of forty-one members, 
appointed by the Crown for life, and a house of representatives, 
consisting of ninety-five members, which it is proposed to re
duce to seventy-five, elected for three years. Four members 
are Maoris, and are elected^by the natives.—New Light.

SPIRITUALISTIC PHENOMENA.
M. Aveling, the young Danish medium, is now occupying 

the attention of that faction of Paris which amuses or 
interests itself in the phenomena of Spiritualism. M. 
Aveling does not speak a word of French, yet when the fit is 
upon him he writes answers to mental questions in French, 
and in the very handwriting of deceased authors, composer^, 
and great historical celebrities. The latest aeration is the 
caligraphy of Balzac reproduced by the Danish gentleman 
innocent of French, and some very clever opinions of modem 
fictionists, including Zola, by the defect philosopher 
of romance. But the joke is that Balzac asserts that be has 
spectrally superintended the adaptation of hjs own •* P&e 
Goriot ” at the Theatre Libre, and that he was in the middle 
of the balcony stalls at its first representations. The 
fact is that the centre stall is occupied by M. Francisque 
Sarcey, and that Balzac jocularly added that he had sat on 
that distinguished critic’s lap As I send you this, Inend 
not add that many eyes are turned in the direction 
of M. Sarcey, who has the comely Madame Sgv&ine 
by his side, whilst a strange figure close by actually 
resembles Balzac, but is in reality a Portuguese gentleman 
from Faro. Of “ P^re Goriot ” itself little need bp said It 
is interesting but rather dreary. In fact it is easy to 
believe that MM. Tabwant and Antoine have taken their 
hints from Balzac’s ghost—French cor. in La Vtrite.

I

La Verify of Buenos Ayres, menthms having received a 
letter signed by twenty Spiritualists, living at MedeJub 
in the Republic of Colombia, soliciting advice as to the 
best country to emigrate to, in order to escape from 
the intolerable odium which is heaped upon them by an 
intolerant, bigoted, and influential priesthood* The Church 
of Rome has learned nothing, and forgotten nothing, ft 
would burn “ heretics ” as freely as ever it did, if fa only 
had the power it once .possessed. The same journal reports 
what took place at a stance held by the Coustaucia circle in 
that city, at which the spirit of a priest presented himself 
and in a conversation which lasted for an hour, the eccleri- 
astic showed that he had carried beyond the grave all the 
intolerance, the narrow-mindedness, the superstition, and 
even the bad temper which he had exhibited during his 
life-time in the flesh.

A VISION.
An angel, dad in garments white, . 
Brought words of peace from realms of light. 
Ip topes qalm aud deny,
Which banished quite my ey’ry fear— 
She told of God, and spirit hanas, 
Who wander on, through promised lands;

* Freed from conroding care," she cried, 
“Fed wikh a fwt which earth denied.

Dp ward and onward, ever lad. 
Happy are they—the holy dead. 

“ Filled with a wealth of love supreme, 
Buoyed on the breast of endless stream ; 
Eternally they journey qd, 
Daaprir and doubt for ever gone. 
Passing many a shining shone, 
They grasp some great undreamt-of store 
Of possibilities so vast, 
No tongue can tell till death be passed.

Upward and onward ever led, 
Happy arp they—th® holy dead. 

“ They glide o’er copuW®w gotten strands, 
To apme more bright—stilj better lands ; 
Whilst beauties open more and more^ 
With each succeedtog shining shore. 
On wings of light they speed through apace, 
To sparkling founts of Godly 
Another change. They live again. 
Upon sopa® great unthought-of plane.

Thus upward, onward, ever led, 
Happy are they—the holy deid.

“ Thither x»me, from day to night, 
To tell Ate® is wrong, what right; 
To teach thee bow to welcomp dqpth, 
To feel no pang on losing breath ; 
To teach thee how to Hye, to die, 
That death may waft tby soul on high, 
And Uto pay be e’er anfl aye, 
Beycmd fh® tomb, dpy.

Upward and onward ever Jed, 
Happy are they—-the holy dead. 

“If thou wouldst work, for bliss aspire, 
thou of love a smouldering fire;

Burn warm cud bright to aor/w's toght. 
To wspd’rere be a harbour light.
Glow in the gloom, a-near, aw. 
For Btorm*toesed ones a guiding star. 
Be pure, he good, thm shalt thou shine, 
Beyond tbe riowto in spheres divine.

blow aw I called. Farewell, fwewril; 
And never fear thy funeral kpelL 
Upward and onward ever led, 
Qappy are the holy dead.”—-A. B. B.

ONWARD.
Nq onward thought^ net Iqac nor hete. 
Can stem the tide rolled on by Fete? 
For be ye weak or be ye strong, 
T|m wave of time flows ceaseless ; 
But Courage, smiling, dares the deep, 
While weakness can huh gww And ww* 
Ftem lito'a vain phantom® nrnke thee to®® r 
To powers flke these bqpd nut the knee ; 
Courage will make thee strong to dare, 
And teach thee every iU to bear.
Apd all tho goda will o'er thee bend, 
A^Heaggp _

—Tihn Page Bop^
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PLATFORM RECORD.
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DU Editors do not hold themselves responsible for rite opinions ex

pressed, or for lie ewcuroey of the statements made, in the reports, 
and earnestly request secretaries to use the utmost care to mate their 
communieatims brief pointed, and reliable.

Reports nmt reach us by first post on Tuesday, written on one side of 
. the paper, and consist of not more than 100 wards, unless very 

special. ---------
Birkenhead. . 84, Argyle Street.—An open experience meeting, 

Mr. Seymour presiding. Mr. Beattie read an extract from a work 
called “ The Growth of Ethics,” showing that true prayer consists in 
active efforts and human happiness in the practice of good works. Mra 
Seymour sang a solo ; Messrs. Callaghan, Beattie, Seymour, and 
Thorton described some of their experiences as Spiritualists, the latter 
gentleman relating his stance with Dr. Slade, at Liverpool, some years 
back. At the time he was a confirmed materialist, but receiving a 
written communication on the slate from his own father, and recog
nising the handwriting, his materialism vanished, and he became and 
remains a Spiritualist.

Birmingham. 7, Broad Street Corner.—We had the pleasure of 
again hearing Mra Groom. “ Our Immortal Home ” was dealt with 
most ably. Homes in the spirit world would be according to the lives 
we live while upon earth. Poems were given upon “Kindness ” and 
“ Over There.'* Many descriptions of spirit friends, all recognized. A 
crowded meeting and several inquirers. Circle for members only each 
Monday ; Thursday, inquirers and psychometry.

Birmingham. Oozelh Street,—Nov. 5 : An evening meeting at 
the Broad Street Corner Coffee House. Our worthy friend, Victor 
Wyldes, chairman. Business relative to the future of our society was 
discussed. Several sensible suggestions were made as to holding 
morning meetings and Lyceum for children, which the committee hope 
in the near future to carry out. Nov. 8 : Evening, Mrs. Manton, a 
promising inspirational medium, spoke on “ Spiritualism, why should 
it be denounced 1” which was attentively listened to. Both meetings 
well attended,

Bolton. Bridgeman Street Baths.—The afternoon circle proved 
one of the best and most interesting since we commenced. Evening : 
Mr. G. Smith gave a very intellectual and able discourse on “ Is 
Theosophy True, and who are the Mahatmas !* chosen by the 
audience, —T. T.

Bolton. Old Spinners’ Hall. — Circles in the afternoon. Mr. 
Hunter gave a short address, and Miss Harwood gave several clair
voyant descriptions to visitors, and in the evening Mr. Rigby spoke a 
few words, and Miss Harwood and Master Tom Hatton gave clairvoyant 
descriptions. I shall be vejry glad to correspond with mediums who 
will give us a helping hand.—Henry Garratt, 251, Bridgeman Street. 
[Address reports to Mr. Wallis.]

Bradford. 448, Manchester Road.—Mrs. George MarahaH*s con
trols spoke on “ What is heavenT" and “The spirit shore,” which were 
highly appreciated by a crowded audience. Clairvoyance and psy- 
chometry very good.—J. A.

Bradford. Bowling.-—Annual tea at Harker Street on Saturday 
last In the absence of Mr. Moulson, other friends occupied the plat
form. A very attentive audience seemed highly satisfied.—J. B.Burnley. Hammerton Street.—Thanks to Mr. Tetlow for sending 
us Mr. John Moorey, who acquitted himself well both afternoon and 
night. We sincerely hope the young man will persevere, eo that he will 
be able to take the place of the pioneers when they are transplanted 
from this to the higher Kfe.—J. M.Bu&nlvy. Rebineon Street. — Miss Jones was our speaker. 
Moderate audiences. Her peyehometry was very good.Burnley. Maden Fold.—Saturday, Nev. 7: Mr. G. A. Wright 
lectured satisfactorily on “ How to read character " (WJustrated). Mr. 
E. A. Verity, of Oldham, chairman. Bunday afternoon : “The Progress 
of Modem Spiritualism,” and at night, four written questions from the 
audience were ably treated.—G. H. E.Burnley. 1G2, Pudiham Road__ Mr. Taylor’s guides gave clair
voyant descriptions to many strangers. Evening: A flherb address 
on 11 Is life worth Bring I ” foBowed by psyehemefcrieal readings) very 
•uccessfui.—J. W.Cleoxneatgn.—Mre. Jamie gave good discourses from the lessons 
read, affording much satfarfaotien. Mrs. Thornton gave very striking 
olairvoyaBee. Good eudJenee.

Cowms.—A really good day with Mre. Crossley, whose guides gave 
good and interesting addresses on ^Spiribuafism ” and “ Man 1 Is he a 
progressive being | * Clairvoyanee at each service.—E. P,

Felling.—Evening : We were disappointed by Mr. McKellar, 
Our president opened with a few remarks, introducing Mr. Laws, who 
instanced several eases of healing and pain mitigation in which he had 
been instrumental. Mr. Wilson read seme verses from St. Matthew, 
comparing tbe commands of -Christ with the every-day manifestations 
of his modern disciples. A few remarks by Messrs. Latimer and T. 
Wright wonod up on intereetiBg meeting.

Glasgow.—Aeent the complaint made by your correspondent, 
“’Observer,” I may state that, in nay opinion, there has been no exaggera
tion, but the reverse. Mre. 'Smith made the following remark, after 
giving three descriptions of a general character: “We seem to be very 
unfortunate in our description to-night,” at the same time stating her 
opinion that “ unless people got their dead described in good clothes 
and in a happy state, they would not recognize them.” She did not 
imply, as your correspondent stated, that things were unsatisfactory, or 
the descriptions as given were incorrect, but eimply that the people to 
whom the descriptions were given did net want to recognise on account 
of their net being good enough. Mr. Watt mentions one case where 
details were given which were denied, but which, .on inquiry, he finds 
were correct. On my word of honour, I say that most of the descrip
tions were reoognised ; what your correspondent terms reliable identity 
I cannot judge.—T. W. F.8.-*-We are haring some Theosophical 
lectures just now praising up Madame Blavatsky at a great length.

Halifax Winding Road.—Gur annual tea and entertainment, on 
Saturday, for the building fund, was a success, the comie part being 
ably taken by Mr. Hepworth, of Leeds; Mr. Leeder acting as accom

panist, also rendering a few songs in a very efficient manner. On Sunday 
Mr. J. B. Tetlow conducted very successful and instructive meetings, 
and on Monday we had Mr. Parker, from Bradford. Owing to the 
indisposition of our corresponding secretary, the duties will be carried 
out by Mr. F. A. Moore, 10, Lower Hope Street, Hanson Lane.Heckmondwike. Blanket Hall Street.—Nov. 1 : Mrs. Bentley 
gave beautiful addresses, followed with clairvoyance. Nov. 2: Tea. 
Mrs. Hargreaves kindly did us good service. Nov. 7 : Pie supper a grand 
success. A pleasant evening. All satisfied. Nov. 8 : MLs Harrison gave 
stirring addresses—listened to by crowded audiences, many having to 
go away at night, followed by good clairvoyance.—H. 0.

Huddersfield. Brook Street,—A successful day with Mrs. 
Green’s assistance ; crowded out at night, many turned away for want 
of room. Capital addresses and good clairvoyance.—J. B.Liverpool. Daulby Hall. — Mrs. Wallis. Morning: “ Spiritua 
Gifts” Moderate attendance as usual. Evening: “Faith, Fear, and 
Punishment.” Good attendance. Clairvoyant descriptions at each 
service. Monday: Mr. Bishop, “ Is Marriage a Failure ?" followed by 
discussion.London. 311, Camberwell New Road, S.E.—Public services on 
Sunday mornings will be discontinued. A members’ stance will be 
held at 11-15. Doors will be closed at 11-30 prompt. A full attendance 
of members io requested at the inaugural meeting next Sunday 
morning. On Sunday last personal experiences of “Spirit Identity” 
were related by the chairman, Mr. J. W. Perry, and Mr. Long, the 
latter closing an excellent meeting with clairvoyance. Good audiences.London. Canning Town. 2, Bradley Street. —Excellent address 
by the inspirers of Mr. J. Allen. Subject chosen by the audience, 
0 The Occupations of Spirits.” Their most important employment is as 
missionary spirits to those on lower planes to assist them te a higher 
conception of their own spirituality. The principal work of those who 
have wronged others is to come back and strive to undo the wrong 
done, and, by infiueneiag others, endeavour to dissuade them from 
following the same evil courses. We were exhorted to commence our 
work of reparation at once, and were assured it would be a much more 
difficult task to accomplish after we leave this material body. The 
control instanced a spirit being brought face to face with bis wron^ 
doing, and forced to view its after effects, and then being told by his 
guardian angel that he must repair the wrong done before progress Could 
be made. The despair of the spirit, who sees bow little wrongs grow 
and intensify with the course of years, was vividly portrayed. The 
entire address was the reiteration of the fact that u We must do unto 
others as we would that they should do to us,” for, “ As ye bow, bo 
shall ye also reap.”—Rix.

London. Forest Hill. 23, Devonshire Road. — Wednesday, 
November 4 : A very successful concert. A good programme included 
choruses by the choir, chairman’s address (Mr. Bertram), songs by 
Misres Gambrill, Horae, and Lily Gambrill, Mrs. Gunn, Mrs. Pinder (2), 
Messrs. Hoile and Bertram (2) ; piano solo. Misses Ethel Bliss and 
Gebb ; duet, Mrs. Bliss and Mrs. Gunn ; organ solo, Mise Bruuker ; 
piano duet, Mrs. Harvey and Miss Gunn ; recitations, Misses Preyss and 
Gam brill; violin aolo, Master Pinder; reading, Mr. Brunker ; doxology, 
organ accompaniment by Miss Brunker. Too much praise cannot be 
given to all who helped, but special mention should be made of the 
Misses Giffard for their banjo performances, acccompauied by the piano; 
also to Mra. Pinder for her able singing. The ladies are artists “to the 
manner burn,” and travelled a considerable distance at their own 
expense to give their time and talents. Mr. Audy, president of the 
Peekham Society, expressed the hope that at Christmas the two socie^ 
tree would unite to hold a social evening. This suggestion was well 
reasmd. Gur rooms were crowded. All thoroughly enjoyed them* 
reives. Gur thanks are due io all, and our funds were benefited by 
the amount of 15s., collected in the room. We intend ere long to have 
another concert of this kind. Thursday, Nov. 5 : Captain Pfoundea 
treated largely on the many questionable acts of the leaders of 
Theosophy, having much personal knowledge of them. He completely 
deprived Theosophy of any attraetiona it may have previously pos
sessed for any of his hearers. Our rooms ware filled, many persons 
bring present who do not usually attend. Nov. 8 : Rev. Dr. Young, 
to a crowded audienoe, spoke earnestly on “ How I became a Spiritua
list, and why I remain one,'’ We have never before heard facts so oon- 
Tinaingly stated. Wise words of warning were given to mediums.Lqkdok. King's Gross. 184, Copenhagen Street.—Morning : 
DtBcussion upon the evidences of spirit return introduced by Mr. King. 
Evening : Mr. Emms spoke very earnestly upon the necessity of im
proving the serial condition of the people. He contended—and adduced 
some very appalling facts in proof—that the abject poverty and misery 
which forms round the life of thousands of the poorer classes makes 
epiritual growth imposaibLe. If Spiritualists hoped to reduce the 
sufferings of humanity they must turn attention to social reform, as 
11011 as teaching about1 the spiritual nature. Some comments were 
made by Mr. Sells (chairman), and others.—S. T. R.

London. Marylebone. 24, Harcourt Street.—At the benefit 
sdance on Thursday last, lor Mr, Hopcroft, Mrs. Mason, medium, 
generously gave her services. A large assembly. The committee 
kindly granted the use of the rooms. The proceeds, amounting to 2Is., 
have been handed to Mr. Younger, which we hope will aid our brother 
in need. Sunday: Mrs. Slater delivered an inspirational discourse 
QU “ Spiritual Freedom,” exhorting all to a true and spiritual course 
of lite as the best means of obtaining happiness here and hereafter.

London. Peekham. 33, High Street.—11-15 a.m. ♦ We had an 
address by Mr. Keats. 7 p.m.: Mrs. Treadwell's guides gave a short 
address ; also answered many questions to tho satisfaction of all. Last 
quarter's balance sheet shows receipts £34 4& 8d.; expenses, 
£28 13a. fid.; balance in band, £5 Ils. 2d.

London. Shepherds’ Bush. 14, Orchard Road, W.—Mr. Portman’s 
guides gave a beautiful discourse upon “Prayer,” urging us to use that 
powerful weapon fur tbe enlightenment of poor dark humanity. Many 
interesting questions were answered by Miss Mason’s guides.

London Spiritual Federation. Athenroum Hall, 78, Tottenham
Court Road.—Mr. Jas. Maltby gave his very instructive lantern lecture.
A large audience attended, who were greatly interested in the lecturer’s
lurid description (rf the photographs, illustrating many phases of spiritual
manifestations, both from published and unpublished sources.
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Longton. 44, Church Street.—Mra. Wright’s’ guides spoke on 
* Death, so-called, the Gateway of Life Eternal.” The subject was 

ably treated in an instructive manner from various standpoints, to a 
very attentive audience, who were well pleased.—H. S,

Macclesfield.—Afternoon : Mr. J. C. Macdonald answered ques
tions, “Where is the spirit-world ?” “Are the scenes described by 
clairvoyants as existing in the spirit-world real, or only the result 
of imagination?" “On what do spirits exist?” Evening subject*. 
“Theosophy, a delusion and a snare ; Spiritualism, the light of human 
progression.” The various theories advanced by Theosophists were 
ably summed up, and the fact of there being no tangible evidence on 
which to base an opinion was enforced, weighing strongly against the 
truth and utility of Theosophy. Monday, Mr. Macdonald on “Phre
nology and Palmistry.” ......................

Manchester. Tipping Street.—Mr. D. Milner addressed us for the 
first time, on “Shall we meet beyond the river?” which was fairly 
treated to a moderate audience. Evening: “Does Death end all?” 
Fairly treated to a large audience. We were also favoured with the 
anthem, “I will lift up mine eyes,” by our organist and choir. Five 
clairvoyant descriptions fully recognized.—H. W., cor. sec.

Manchester. Collyhurst Road.—Afternoon: Mr. Brown spoke 
on ‘‘The Wasted Energies of the Theologians.” Evening: “The 
Independence of Spiritual Life.” Both discourses were, eloquently de
livered, illustrating many points for the thinker’s mind to reflect upon.

Manchester. Edinboro’ Hall, Alexandra Park.—At 11 a m. Mr, 
W. H, Macdonald read an excellent paper on “ The Teachers of Huma
nity and their Influences on the Ages.” A very interesting discussion 
followed. Fairly good attendance compared with previous meetings. A 
circle at three o’clock. Mr. Eardley gave a number of psychometric 
tests, and at 6-30 spoke with success on “ Life Beyond the Grave,” 
telling how simply all could prove the fact at their own fireside. At
tendances not so good. Psychometry successful.—G. V.

Middlesbrough. Spiritual Hall.—Morning, Mr. Joseph Eales’ 
guides spoke on “ Where are the Dead ? ” Evening, “ What has 
Spiritualism done for the World ? ” Both lectures were of a thoughtful 
and impressive character. Mr. Eales complimented the society on the 
greatly improved conditions, the harmony and sympathy extended to 
him being felt in a marked degree. We are always pleased to see Mr. 
Eales. Although we are not of those who believe that the labourer is 
not worthy of his hire, yet we cannot help expressing our admiration 
and gratitude to such workers as Mr. Eales, who, without fee or reward, 
do so much to promote the cause of Spiritualism.—W. J.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Mr, W* Westgarth gave an address, entitled 
“ Spiritualism, an Enlightener and Liberator,” which was well handled 
and gave great satisfaction to a fair audience.

Newport (Mon.).—Morning : Mr, F, Wayland dealt with “ Pure and 
undefiled religion.” Evening: “Truth, the harbinger of light.” 
December 9 : Mr, Victor Wyldes, at Crown Court, Victoria Hall, 
Newport.

Northampton.—Owing to illness Mr. Darby was unable to fulfil 
his engagement, but we give our hearty thanks to Mr. Clark, of 
Leicester, for his services at so short a notice. At night he spoke very 
ably on “ Spiritualism a Religion,”

Nottingham. Masonic Hall.—A fairly large audience listened at 
night to a splendid address from Mr. Wallis on “ Resurrection, Re-incar
nation, or Spiritual Progression : Which ? ” I am glad to say Mr. 
Wallis will be with us again on the first Sunday in 1892, and it is to be 
hoped that larger audiences will then testify, by their presence, to the 
high esteem in which his mediumship is held. It is particularly dis
heartening to a speaker, who depends largely for success upon the 
sympathy of his audience, to be obliged to address a lot of empty chairs. 
In the morning the audience numbered 16 or 17 I Do please, friends, 
support us more by your presence and sympathy. We shall then make 
much more progress in spreading a knowledge of the truths we 
believe in,

Oldham. Temple.—Saturday : A public tea party ; 120 sat down 
to tea, Afterwards Mr, J. S, Gibson presided. Songs and recitations 
were given, and a pleasant evening spent. Messrs. Pugh and Morrey 
sang excellently. Sunday afternoon; Mra. Britten gave her thirty-two 
years’ experience as a Spiritualist, showing that through all she had 
ever been guided by the friends from the spirit world, Evening : A 
very intelligent audience listened to her answers to eight important 
subjects. I cannot write as I would wish respecting one who has been 
such a champion of the cause of truth. The committee and members 
thank Mrs. Britten for her untiring efforts, and we are sorry to lose 
such a hard worker from our rostrum. We were pleased to see so 
many old faces.—W, A. M.

Oldham. Bartlam Place.—Thursday: Public circle. Mrs. Plant 
failing us, Miss G. Entwistle gave clairvoyance. Mr. Savage made some 
remarks, and Mr. Wheeler gave psychometry. Good attendance. 
Saturday: Tea given to the boys of the Lyceum, by Mr* Wheeler, 
girls and friends having to pay. A pleasant evening spent, the great 
novelty being the professional conj uror who had been engaged. Mr. 
Wheeler recited “ The Automatic Dog,” with good effect. Two good 
recitations by F. Shaw. A financial success. Sunday ; Afternoon, Mr. 
Barker delivered his maiden address on “ Spiritualism in accordance 
with the records and teachings of the Bible?’ The chairman, in intro
ducing the speaker, predicted we should have some choice remarks, 
which was verified during the address. Evening: Service of song, 
“ Little Nell." The musical portion of the service, with the addition of 
our new organ, was a decided success. The Connective readings 
were effectively read by Mr. Wheeler. Splendid audience.—V, T.

Openshaw. Granville Hall.—Miss Gartside lectured. Morning, 
“ Spiritualism a Religion.” Evening: 0 Spiritual Education." Clair
voyance after each lecture. Upwards of 200 friends and supporters 
put in appearance at the tea party, entertainment and ball, on Saturday. 
Having satisfied the appetite with the good things provided, friends 
assembled for the en tertainment, which consisted of songs and recitations, 
and concluded with a dialogue, “ Dumplin Hotel?’ Dancing com
menced at 8 o'clock, and kept going until 11 o’clock. The society 
tender their best thanks to those friends who kindly assisted in the 
entertainment and also the evening’s proceedings.—J. G.

Pendleton.—A very pleasant day with Mr. Hepworth* Afternoon I 
Subject, “ Pillars of strength in the ranks of Spiritualism?’ Evening :

“ Spiritualism : its attitude and movements,” both being well explained 
to very large audiences. Clairvoyant descriptions given in the evening 
satisfactorily.—J. J.

Rawtenstall.—Mr. J. W. Sutcliffe conducted interesting services 
to good audiences, dealing in the evening with the question, “Is 
Christianity played out ? ” closing with psychometry. P.S. As Mr. G. 
Smith (late of Colne), has not communicated with our secretary, per
mit me to inform him that our committee has cancelled his dates for 
this year and next year.—W. P.

South Shields. 16, Cambridge Street. — Nov. 3 : Mr. Jos. 
Griffith’s guides gave a short address, followed by successful clair
voyance. Nov. 8 : Mr. J. G. Grey’s guides gave an interesting and 
instructive discourse on “ Why came ye here ?” and an impromptu 
poem on “ Home.”—Cor.

Stockport.—Anniversary service and harvest festival a great 
success, Mr. J. Burns giving highly instructive addresses. The fruit, 
plants, and garden produce were ranged in tiers from the floor to the 
orchestra, the Lyceum forming the background, the whole making an 
effective and chaste display. A choice selection of apples from Mr. 
Mansel’s fruit farm at Bishop Stortford, and fine specimens grown by 
Mr. Burns and Mr. Bailee (Chester) were exhibited. Our thanks are 
due to the friends who have given and worked to make the affair 
successful. Special hymns and suitable music by the choir, Master 
Coppin and Miss M. Longson taking the solos very nicely. We were 
encouraged by visitors from Accrington, Tyldesley, Macclesfield, Man
chester societies, and other places. Mr. White was an excellent chair
man. The hall quite full at night. A good impression made* Mr. 
Burns dedicated to the service of humanity the infant daughter of Mr. 
T. Halsall.—T. E. .

Thornhill.—A pleasant day with the guides of Mr. Walker.
Walsall. Central Hall.—Our esteemed friend, Mr. Smythe, 

chairman, very gracefully introduced Dr. Anderson, of Birmingham, 
who lectured on “ The intercourse between the worlds spiritual and 
natural," in a most eloquent and scientific manner, and was listened to 
most attentively by a very interested audience. There was a fairly 
good attendance to welcome the doctor on his first visit, and we hope 
soon to have the pleasure of listening to him again. Sunday next, 
Nov. 16, our esteemed friend, Mr. G. E. Aldridge, of Wolverhampton, 
speaker.—S. B. B.

Windhill. 12, Cowling Road.—A good day with Mr. Craven and 
Mr. Hilton, of Bradford. Mr. Hilton’s guide spoke on “ What is Spiri
tualism ? ” and “ Is Christ a Saviour ? ” both addresses being given in a 
very pleasing manner. Mr. Craven gave very satisfactory psychometric 
readings.—C. B.

Wisbech. Public Hall—Mrs. Yeeles addressed a large audience 
on “No Man hath seen God at any time.” Miss Yeeles sang a solo. 
Clairvoyance, all descriptions recognized but two.—Ada Weaver, cor, sec.

Received Late. — Darwen. Church Bank Street.—Speaker, Mr. 
Victor Wyldes. Subject, “ How I became convinced of the truth of 
Spiritualism,” showing the reasons he had and what he had seen that 
convinced him. Successful psychometry. Evening: “The Voices of 
Antiquity.” Both subjects were well treated, and gave satisfaction. 
Three inspirational poems, on “ Love,” “ The Divine Power,” and “Nil 
Desperandum,” were well received. Good audiences.—J. J.

THE CHILDREN’S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
Batley.—Conductor, Mr. Webster. Usual programme very good. 

Recitation by Miss B. Pawson. Duet by the Misses Pawson and 
Dewhirst. Attendances very good.

Blackburn.—November 1 : Present, 70 scholars, 11 officers. The 
morning was devoted to lessons. Nov. 8 : Present, 88 scholars, 12 
officers. Marching, calisthenics, and wand-drill exercises performed in 
admirable style, by Mr. M. Brindle. Mr. Morse closed with invocation. 
A grand session.—G. E. H.

Bolton. Old Spinners’Hall.—A good muster. Usual proceedings. 
The following members gave recitations and songs : Tom Hatton, Bob 
Bacon, Bertha Emily Morris, Florence Edith Morris, and the Misses 
Hatton and Miss Hobster. We expect to have a tea party on the 21st 
November, at the Coffee Tavern, and hope to see friends. Tickets, fid. 
and 8d.—H, G.

Burnlby. Hammerton Street,—Session full of harmony. Invo
cation by J. Muttel. Mr. Dane gave a lecture to the first classes on 
“ The house we live in.” Mr. G. A. Wright spoke for a short time. 
Special leaders’ meeting next Sunday after the session.—W. M.

Burnley, Robinson Street.—Conductor, Miss Craven. Calis
thenics led by A, Howson. Officers 13, scholars 62.—A. J. H.

Heckmondwike. Blanket Hall Street.—Prayers by Mr. Ogram, 
whose real study and object is in the cause. Usual proceedings, in
cluding marching and calisthenics, conducted by Master R. Hodgson. 
Moderate attendance. We should like to see more effort made by the 
children to attend and be punctual Perhaps the society will be able 
next year to give prizes for punctuality. Mr, Hodgson spoke on “ The 
Teachings of Spiritualism." Present: 26 scholars, 4 officers, and 3 
visitors.

Liverpool. Daulby Hall.—Attendance : children 53, officers 10, 
visitors 9. Recitations by Agnes Owen, Eva Love, and Ben Reynolds 
The calisthenic exercises were taken by Mr. Davies; marked improvement.

Manchester. Colly hurst Road.—Opened with musical reading. 
Conductor offered invocation. Usual series attentively gone through. 
Recitations by Miss Lottie Whitehead and Master Bertie Whitehead. 
Groups arranged for instruction on various subjects*—T. T.

Oldham. Temple.—Fair attendance. Conducted by N. Spencer. 
Usual programme. Recitations by Miss L. Calverly, Maud Runacre, 
Mary H. Gould, Master Edward Calverly, Wilfred Berry, and E. and 
H. Berry ; song by Luther Mills. Marching and calisthenics.—J. T. S.

Oldham. Bartlam Place.—Calisthenics and marching in go.d 
style. Recitations by Samuel Ashworth and John Albert Tetlow.

Pendleton.—Morning : Opened by W. H. Evans. Prayer by Mr 
Clegg. Attendance fair* Recitation by J. H. Wright. Usual jQ 
ceedings and marching gone through, including some fresh instruotious. 
Closed by Mr. T. Crompton, Afternoon : Prayers by Mr. Moulding. 
Good attendance. A satisfactory session.

Stockport.—A good muster. Time taken up with a rehearsal of 
the music sung at the harvest festival on the same day,—T, E.
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PROSPECTIVE ARRANGEMENTS.
Batley.—Tea and entertainment, Saturday, Nov. 14. Tickets, 

6d, and 3d. Entertainment (2d.) by the Heckmondwike (Blanket Hall 
Street) Lyceum and friends, consisting of songs, readings, recitations, 
and two dialogues, “ Paddy’s Mistake,” and “ Old Fat Joss” (by per
mission of the publishers, Messrs. Abel Heywood and Son, Manchester).

Blackburn.—15, Mr. J. Pilkington; 22, Mr. E. W. Wallis ; 29, 
Mrs. Marsden. Dec. 6, Mrs. Craven ; 13, Mrs. Sagar ; 20, Mr. J. C. 
Macdonald; 27, Mr. C. Minshull and Miss Murray. [By a printer’s 
error another set of names was credited to Blackburn in our issue for 
October 30. The above are correct. ]

Bolton. Bridgeman Street Baths Society.—Tea party and enter
tainment in the Bolton Coffee Tavern, Bradshawgate, November 14. 
Tea at 5 p.m. Tickets, 6d. ; after tea, 3d.

Bradford. Norton Gate.—Saturday, November 14, at 6 p.m., a 
pie supper and entertainment. Admission, 6d. ; entertainment, 2d.

Bradford. Walton Street.—Nov. 16, at 7-45, Mrs. Russell (by 
request) will again give diagnoses of disease and prescriptions free. 
Nov. 23, at 7-45, Miss Patefield will give a service. Philosophy and 
clairvoyance.

Bradford. Little Horton, Spicer Street.—Nov. 17, at 7-30 
prompt, Mrs. Wade will devote the evening to phrenology and 
psychometry.

Burnley. Robinson Street.—Nov. 15, Mr. E. W. Wallis, 2-30, 
“ For Humanity and the Truth. At 6, “ Socialism from a Spiritual 
Standpoint.”

Burslem. Newcastle Street.—Nov. 15 : Mr. J. C. Macdonald. 
2-45, “Can man know God?” 6-30, Subjects from the audience. 
Monday, Nov. 16 : 8, “Is Theosophy the New Revelation, or What ? ”

Cowms. Lepton Board School.—On Saturday, Nov. 14, tea party, 
entertainment, and dance. Tea at 4-30 p.m. Tickets, 9d.

Fellinq-on-Tynb.—Nov. 29, at 2-30 : A meeiing of representatives 
in the Hall of Progress, for the purpose of forming a Federation of 
societies existing on Tyne and Wear. We expect a goodly attendance. 
Tea will be provided.—J. D.

Hanley. Marsh Street.—November 15, 16, and 17, Mr. Victor 
Wyldes. Reply to Ashcroft on 16th. 22, Miss Pimblott. Dec. 13,14, 
and 15, Mr. G. A. Wright.

Halifax. Notice to speakers, &c.—Mr. F. A. Moore, 10, Lower Hope 
Street, Hanson Lane, Halifax, is the new corresponding secretary.

Keighley Lyceum.—The ladies* committee announce their Sale of 
Work on Saturday, Nov. 28, at 3 p.m. Gifts from friends ever so 
trifling thankfully received.

Liverpool. Daulby Hall.—Nov. 15 : Mr. J. J. Morse. 11 a.m., 
“Lost Ideals.” 6-30 p.m., “ Can the Dead Reform the Living?” Mon
day, 16, at 8 p.m., Questions and Discussion.

Liverpool. Debating Society, Daulby Hall.—Nov. 18 : “What 
should be the attitude of Spiritualists with regard to Capital Punish
ment ? ” Mr. J. J. Morse.

London. Clapham Junction. 16, Queen’s Square.—Mrs. Mason, of 
Shepherds* Bush, will kindly give a stance for library fund, on Nov. 15, 
at 7-30.— U. W. Goddard.

London. Forest Hill. 23, Devonshire Road.—Thursday, Nov. 19, 
at 8 p,m. sharp, discussion on " Theosophy.” Capt. Pfoundes will open 
with a short speech. Spiritualists specially invited,—H. W. B., sec.

London. Marylebone. 24, Harcourt Street.—Nov. 15 : Mr. 
Wyndoe, “ Man in his dual aspect—Natural and Spiritual.” 22, Mr. 
Towns. 29, Mr. Rogers, “ Spiritualism and Theosophy.

London. Shepherds’ Bush. 14, Orchard Road.—22, Mr. Emms; 
29, Mrs. Treadwell; Dec. 6, Mrs. Hawkins.

London Spiritualist Federation. Athenaeum Hall, 73, Totten
ham Court Road.—15, Miss Todd, “The Phenomena of Spiritualism”; 
22, S. Ramanathen Chelva-Rajan, “ The Christian Propaganda among 
the Indian Population”; 29, A. F. Waite, “The Catholic Doctrine of 
Theosophy and Mysticism”; Dec. 6, A. F. Tindall, A.T.C.L., will pro
bably read certain documents supplied to him by A. D. Bathell, Esq., 
concerning the Theosophical Society ; 13, Richard Harte, F.T.S., 
“Occultism ; What is it?” 20, T. B. Dale, “Ancient Beliefs in Astro
logy.”—A. F. Tindall, A.T.C.L., 4, Portland Terrace, Regent’s Park, N.W.

London. Stratford. West Ham Lane.—Nov. 15, Dr. Reynolds. 
Half-yearly meeting, Nov. 21.

Manchester.—Sunday morning circle at the Bridge Street Chapel, 
off Fairfield Street, and Pin Mill Brow, at 10-45. Doors closed at 11, 
prompt. Admission 2d, to defray expenses.

Middlesbrough. Spiritual Hall.—Nov. 15, Mrs. J. M. Smith. 
2-30, “True Spiritualism.” 6-30, Questions from the audience. 
Clairvoyance at each service. Monday, 7-45, Clairvoyance. Nov. 22, 
Mr. J, H. Lashbrooke, of Newcastle.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Mrs. T. A. Green, Nov, 15 and 16, at 10-45 
and 6-30. Monday, 7-30, short addresses, followed by clairvoyant 
delineations. Ladies’ Monday Evening Socials : Mrs. J. B. Mellon has 
kindly offered to give a farewell tea, on Monday, November 16, at our 
hall. Tea from 5 to 7 p.m. Price fid. Mrs. Mellon will be very 
pleased to see her friends, as it will be the last opportunity of meeting 
them before sailing for Australia, to which country they are going on 
account of the ill health of our dear brother, Mr. J. B. Mellon. Mrs. 
J. A. Green’s meeting for clairvoyance after tea at 7-30 p.m.—R, E.

Nottingham. Masonic Hall.—Nov. 15, Mrs. Butterfield ; 22 
and 23, Mr. G. A. Wright; 29, Mr. G. Featherstone.

Pendleton. Cobden Street.—Tea party and concert in aid of the 
Lyceum funds, on Saturday, Nov. 14. Tea for lyceumists at 4-30, for 
friends at 5-30 p.m. Concert at 7. Admission—friends over 12, 9d., 
under 12, fid.; Lyceumists over 12, 8d., under 12, 4d. After tea 3d.

Rev. C. Ware will conduct an eight days’ Spiritual Mission at 
‘I Colne, Lancashire, from December 20 to 27. Mr. Ware’s aldress is 

Newton St. Cyres, near Exeter.
West Vale.—Saturday, Nov. 21, public tea and entertainment, in 

the Society’s Room, Green Lane. Tickets, 9d. each —S. N. M.
The Spiritualists’ Corresponding Society.—Assistance given by 

its members to inquirers. List of members, copies of The Two Worlds, 
&c., sent on receipt of stamp ; also f^r the mutual interchange of 
thought between Spiritualists at home and abroad.—Address, J. Allen, 
14, Berkley Terrace, White Post Lnn?, Manor Park, Essex; or, W. C. 
Robson, 166, Rye Hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

PASSING EVENTS AND COMMENTS.
(Compiled by E. W. Wallis.)

The Manchester Conferences.—Special Notice.—These meet
ings will be continued regularly on Wednesday evenings, at the Vege
tarian Restaurant, 5, Fountain Street (behind Lewis’s), commencing 
punctually at eight o’clock. Nov. 18, Mr. J. B. Tetlow will open on 
“Spiritualism a Revelation.” Nov. 25, Mr. W, H. Rooke on “The 
Pauline Spiritual Christ v. the Jesus of the Canonical Gospels.” Discus
sion invited.

“The Ashton Evening Reporter” of November 5 devotes nearly 
a column to a report of the meeting held on Tuesday, the 3rd, under 
the auspices of the National Federation, and gives a very fair account 
of the proceedings and summary of the speeches delivered. Thia may 
be reckoned as one of the benefits of organization. No doubt a second 
visit to Ashton will shortly be made.

“ Light, More Light.”—A discussion is going on in theatrical 
circles, and vigorous protests are being made against the practice of 
turning down the lights in the auditorium. We have often noticed 
that a dimly-lighted hall is unfavourable to active interest in the pro
ceedings. The audience becomes dull and heavy, and the conditions 
unfavourable. In a well-lighted room (if the lights are not too near the 
speaker) the audience are more alert and intellectually active. Therefore 
Zei! us have light physically as well as spiritually.

Mrs. Besant will not go to India after all.—It is announced 
that Mrs. Besant has received instructions from “the masters” not to 
visit India, and, although greatly disappointed, she submits with the 
best possible grace to the decree. Are the Mahatmas popes ?

Spiritualistic Ethics, &e.—We are requested to state that 
Captain Pfoundes, whose address is 29, Doughty Street, London, W.O., 
is desirous of holding discussions on week-night evenings, or on 
Sundays, dealing with those interesting and vital subjects to which 
public attention has been attracted in connection with the recent 
Theosophic boom ; and he will be pleased to arrange with any society 
or anyone who will give the use of their reception rooms, and gather 
together a few earnest thinkers and seekers after light and truth.

Testimonial to Mrs. J. B. Mellon.—Subscriptions received : Dr. 
and Mrs. Hardinge Britten, 10s. ; Mrs. Hammarbom, £1 ; Mr. H. A. 
Kersey, £1 ; Capt. T. J. Ran ton, £1 ; Mr. Hutchinson, 2s. 6d. ; Mrs. T, 
Jackson, 5s. ; Collection, 8s. 2d. ; Mrs. Fenton, 2s. 6d. ; Mr. T. Moore, 
2s. ; Mr. W. H. Robinson, 2s. 6d. ; Mr. W, Kerr, 2s. 6d. ; Mr. J. Petrie, 
5s. ; Mr. R. Cairns, Is. ; Mr. W. C. Robson, 5s. ; Mr. Lewis Hall, 5s. ; 
Miss Kersey, 2s. 6d. • Miss Bacon, 2s. 6d. ; Mrs. Taylor Robinson, 
2s. 6d. ; Mr. Rostron’s stance, 9s. ; and Mr. Joseph Hunter, 5s.

The Proposed Defence Fund.—We have received in response to 
the appeal made in our last issue, from W. Pimblott, 2s. ; H. Stone, Is.; 
J. Oliffe, 20s.; G. F., 2/6. The object of this fund is to pi int some special 
tracts and leaflets dealing with the objections to Spiritualism, which are 
made by Rev. Ashcroft and others, and forward them gratis wherever 
the showman goes. A good many thousands will be required, and 
although we have all the materials to write effecti ve leaflets, we have not 
the necessary funds. We appeal for aid, and suggest that the National 
Federation might be entrusted with the expenditure of the money, and 
the distribution of the tracts, so that a proper balance sheet of how 
the fund has been administered shall be kept and published annually. 
Contributions will be gratefully received and utilized for this special 
object. Mr. Oliffe kindly writes:—“In response to your appeal for 
funds to send out tracts to societies to help to fight the bigots and 
assist the weak, I may say that I am often pained when I read of the 
treatment you receive from such a man as Ashcroft. I have heard him 
misrepresent the statements of our Mediums, and feel there is nothing 
too mean for him to stoop to. I send you one pound to help to fight the 
bigots.” A correspondent from Derbyshire writes : “The populace at 
Wirksworth went mad the whole time, and hundreds were unable to 
get in. If the Archbishop of Canterbury or any enlightened lecturer had 
been announced—with free admission—he would not have drawn such 
a crowd. The dupes gave him a clear £50 at Belper for his four nights, 
and about £20 at Wirksworth. Presently we shall have charity wanted, 
will they appeal to the showman ? We were sorry to hear of your ill- 
treatment- at FoleshiH, there is much remains to be done. History 
repeats itself. Bible in hand they burned their fellowmen the while they 
prayed God to help them.” Mr. H. U. Smedley of Belper, writes : 
"We have had our Hall full on Sunday evenings for the last few weeks, 
and I think Mr, Ashcroft will have done us good by his lectures,”

MRS, J. M. SMITH’S MEDIUMSHIP. ~

To the Editor of “ The Iwo Worlds.”
Dear Madam,—You will, I am sure, not grudge a short space de

voted to the vindication of the gifts of the above gifted medium. In 
your last week’s issue “Observer" says Mrs. Smith was “not at all 
successful.” I have inquired of three persons who were present on 
Sunday evening, the 1st inst., who all say that, though nob so successful 
as to recognitions of the descriptions as at the other public meetings, 
still a much larger proportion were recognized than the '“mx out of 
thirty” named by “Observer.” What I wish to point out is, that 
successful clairvoyance is not dependent upon the recognition of 
descriptions, and that recognition is dependent upon the physical 
memory of the individual to whom the spirit is related. The number 
of cases identified were quite sufficient to prove the accuracy of the 
descriptions. I have never seen a better describer than Mrs. Smith, 
though I have seen many of the best clairvoyants in the world. She 
sees most clearly, describes quickly, without hesitation, and not too 
minutely, which is a great fault, but gives the general contour of the 
person, just as one physical person would describe another. Mrs. 
Smith’s stay in Glasgow would not have extended to nearly a fortnight 
jf she had not been thoroughly appreciated by many good judges. It
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was ab the several private stances that her success every way was most 
pronounced. At my house a clergyman, who never knew either of his 
parents, had both parents clearly described as to personality and mode 
of death, and the whole mystery of the parentage (of which he knew 
nothing by external means) fully cleared up. Finally, Mrs. Smith’s 
visit here has given an immense impetus to the cause, by producing 
new enthusiasm, new harmony; and new methods of getting more out 
of the subject than before.—Faithfully, Robt. Habfeb.

4, King Street, S.S., Glasgow.
The Editor of The Two Worlds begs to remind Mr. Harper, and our 

readers generally, that reports sent to Mr. Wallis may be shortened, 
but their writers alone are answerable for the statements made. The 
diversity of opinions on Mrs. Smith’s mediumship only emphasises the 
protests we have repeatedly made against the practice of making the 
platform the scene of exhibitions which should be strictly reserved for 
the private circle. Independent of the injurious effect of a large and 
heterogeneous audience upon a sensitive medium's powers, it is a 
chance, if more than one individual out of every hundred can be 
satisfied with platform clairvoyance ; thus, the ninety-nine go away 
hinting at collusion and wholly disappointed, while, in the private 
circle, the small party assembled must be foolish indeed if they cannot 
find available means of testing the real powers and truthfulness of the 
medium.—Ed. T. W.

In Re Mbs. Smith’s Ccairvotanok— Mr. James Robertson, of 
Glasgow, has also written testifying to Mrs, Smith's success at several 
meetings attended by him ; her descriptions were pointed and clear, 
aud mostly recognized. He says, “ I am at one with you in keeping 
down all exaggeration of statement in reports, but I feel certain that 
my views of the work of Mrs. Smith could be corroborated by principal 
members of our society.” We published “Observer's ” letter not from 
any opposition to Mrs. Smith, but to elicit the truth in regard to the 
matter. Probably many of the descriptions would be recognised after
war an d do doubt greater success' would reward both sitter and 
medium in private circles. We still think that great care should be taken 
to give an exact report, to understate rather than exaggerate.—E. W. W.

Aberdeen.—Mr. J. W. James, of 344a, George Street, writes : 
“ We shall bo glad if any Spiritualist visiting this city will call upon us, 
or if any Spiritualists are living round here we shall be glad to make their 
acquaintance, as we have a small meeting each week.”

Volume Four. Special Notice.—The present volume, instead of 
terminating with No. 208, will be continued to the end of the year, so 
that Volume V. will commence with the first issue in January, 1892, 
in which number a new serial story of thrilling interest will be 
commenced.

Land Nationalization.—Those of our readers who are interested 
in tbe great questions of the hour should read Land and Labour, the 
organ of the Land Nationalization Society, of which Alfred Russel 
Wallace, LL.D., is president.

Selling “The Two Worlds.”—We thank our friends for their 
efforts to increase our circulation, and shall be glad of their con
tinued co-operation. Wherever a few friends assemble we could send 
a parcel, by rail, at a cost of 9d., carriage Id. or 2d. extra, weekly, 
according to distance. Who will help us by taking a dozen copies ? 
tS"Note New Office Address, 73a, Corporation Street, Manchester.

The Coming Revolt op Labour.—Ib is surely a sign of the times, 
indicative of the new spirit of sympathy and unity which is spreading 
among the workers, to find that The Workman s Times has won increased 
popular favour to the tune of about 100,000 this last month, since 
Nunquam’s articles appeared in its columns.

“Rousing Missionary Feat” is the heading of a notice of 
Professor Armitage's paper, read ab the Congregational Union meeting, 
at Southport, reported in the Christian World, Oct. 16. Tbe professor 
said, u In fifty years their missionaries only increased from 192 to 197,” 
a neb gain of five in fifty years, averaging one every ten years. If 
these figures are reliable, there is a screw loose somewhere What a 
contrast to my communication in your issue of the 9th instant, re 
Boston, U.S. A., where my informant assured me that in that intellectual 
city one-half the population had embraced Spiritualism, and let ib not 
be forgotten this has come about within fifty year*. The hell fires of 
priestly theology being extinguished, inevitably the demand for 
missionaries to save these doomed heathen from a non-existent place of 
unending misery will cease ; and so the greab Christian World publishes 
the pleasant fact that only five more missionaries are sent to “rescue 
the perishing ” than the world had fifty years ago. Surely hero is a 
“ sign of the times," and a proof that the tend of churchal effort is 
away from soul-saving abroad, and let us hop is more ntenb on doing 
good at home.—B. H, .

“Out op the Mouths of Babes.” Child Mediumship.—Mr. C. 
W. Holmes, of 7, Atlas Street, Manningham, Bradford, kindly furnishes 
us with the following interesting narration of experiences : “At the 
request of Mr. and Mrs. Cookson, I have pleasure in furnishing you 
with information respecting their son Edgar, who passed to the higher 
life on November 15, 1890, aged 2 years and 7 months, at tneir 
residence, 127, Whetley Hill. On the Sunday, six days previous to 
passing away, the little fellow saw a strange man come into the house 
in spirit while some friends were there (viz., Mr. and Mrs. Wade); he 
seemed frightened, and Mr. Wade gave him (the child) a copper, and 
told him to take it to tbe strange man, but he dare not ao so, and 
handed the coin to his father; shortly afber he told them when the 
spirit vanished from his sight Monday : Edgar told his parents that 
an Uncle Richard Mohs, who had passed away on March 11, 1890, had 
come into the house and placed either a book or some papers on the 
table, and he cautioned his ma not to put the vessel containing water 
she held in her band on the top of them. Thursday : This was a very 
remarkable day, the child seemed to be engrossed in deep thought; but 
still in play he had placed his toys all in a row to represent a train and
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moved them backwards and forwards. After a while he said, ‘I am 
going a ta-ta on Saturday, but not to the market, nor yet to More- 
oambe, but it is a right nice plane and you (his parents) are not going 
with me.’ The little fellow did go his ta-ta as announced on the Satur
day he had predicted, for on that day he left the mortal form.” [The 
usual cries of collusion, trickery, thought transference Will not cover 
the ground of such facts as these. The child Was too young to deceive. 
Too young to understand that there was anything remarkable in his 
seeing spirit-people, and was surprised that others did not see as he did. 
He was not ill at the time he foretold his departure, and in neither of 
the instances mentioned had his parents any prior thought in regard to 
what he affirmed, Child testimony such as this is in our opinion most 
convincing. We knew the little fellow, and are Well acquainted with 
his parents, and are sure of the truthfulness of this testimony. We 
should be pleased to know of similar instances.—E, W. Wallis.]

Curious.—Our attention has been drawn to the fact that Spiritual
ism often receives more just and tolerant treatment from Church and 
Conservative newspapers than from Dissenting and Liberal organs. 
Why this illiberaliby and prejudice should be manifested where one 
would expect to find forbearance and justice we do not know, but so it 
is. This is not a political paper, and we are not entering upon political 
matters, but simply stating a fact which has again and again been 
brought to our notice. A case in point is supplied by Burnley papers. 
The Express, the Church organ, pave a free advertisement lately to the 
subject by a paragraph on the gifts of the spirit; but the Gazette, the 
Liberal paper, makes an uncalled-for attack upon the subject, and 
sneers at mediums. The local Spiritualists advertise in both papers; 
but it is just possible that a lesson may be taught these people, If 
Spiritualists retuse to purchase the papers which treat them unfairly, 
and unitedly demand justice from candida tea who seek their suffrages, 
&c,, refuse to vote at all, or oast their vote against those who wrong 
them, their power would compel respect

Worth Knowing n True.—" Nature has her own remedy for 
diphtheria,” says a Chicago man. “ It is nothing more nor less than 
pineapple juice. I declare that I have found it to be a specific. It will 
cure the worst case that ever mortal flesh was afflicted with. One of 
my children was down with diphtheria, and the question of his death 
was simply the problem of a few hours to determine. An old coloured 
man called at the house, and saying he had heard of my little one's 
illness, urged me to try pineapple juice. The old fellow declared that 
he had seen it tried a million times, and in each case it had proved 
effective. So I secured the pineapple and squeezed out the juice. After 
a while we got some of it down the boy’s throat, and in a short time he 
was cured. The pineapple should be thoroughly ripe. The juice is of bo 
corrosive a nature that it will out out the diphtheritic inucus. I tell 
you it is a sure cure.” ----------

Spiritual Union can only be effected on the basis of common aims 
and common sympathy. We will “ aid in the organisation of broader, 
nobler, and more beneficial ” methods of work for human freedom and 
human wellbeing. Organization must be based, not on “ codes’* or 
“articles,” but on principles, the first being the desire to do good. 
Elevation of tone comes more by quiet, steady sympathetic work, than 
by self-assertive insistance upon “ rights ” and “ liberties ” which are 
nob threatened. “Sectarian thraldom” is a bugbear to many, but the 
spirit of suspicion and distrust, which imputes baseness, engenders 
strife and bitterness, is not likely to prove a spiritual blessing or be
come a solvent which shall lead to harmony and goodwill. One grows 
weary of everlasting dissension. Surely it is possible for people who 
are in earnest and of pure purpose to find a basis of union for work to 
disseminate the truth and encourage each other ?

Caws by an Old Jackdaw.—Under this heading a writer in the 
North Cambridgeshire Echo for October 10th, writes: “ A most 
remarkable sermon was preached the other day by the vicar of Wisbech 
against Spiritualism. I have no sympathy with Spiritualism whatever, 
It may be right, it may be Wrong. I don't trouble my head about 
it at all. But I can respect the sincere convictions of these people, and 
shall certainly not stoop to the degrading level of many creeds, ot call
ing the religion of these men and women a fraud and a swindle. No, 
Mr. Editor, all creeds should, in a free country, have full exercise of 
their peculiar form of worship, and each different sect should respect 
its neighbours’religion. But Iwas going to point out tbo remarks of 
the vicar, which were as follows. After remarking that Spiritualism 
was anti-Christian, Ac., he urged his hearers to beware of coun
tenancing in any way such heresies, even granting what the Spiri
tualists urged concerning their theories and so-called phenomena 
to be true. Now, by whatever reasoning the vicar of Wisbech could 
urge upon his hearers not to countenance the truth passeth Compro 
hension. And what a credulous congregation it must be that can 
calmly listen to such peculiar sermons without a protest. I was under 
the impression that all men were searching earnestly after truth, and 
that it was the whole duty of parsons particularly to impress upon 
their flocks those just precepts of truth that lead men to read, mark, 
and inwardly digest anything calculated to further knowledge. But 
what a characteristic of a Tory church parson. Shun the truth, 
forsooth I”*

Nature’s Teachings.—Students of Nature tell us thab there are 
two conditions of matter—the inorganic and the organic. The whole 
manifestation of life is by and through organization. The universe is 
an “ organized tyranny,” if you wilt The laws of being, the principles 
of order and growth are despotic ; a necessary and wise—aye. benefi
cent—despotism is revealed through them. The only way or escape 
from bondage is by intelligent co-operation. Comprehension of obliga
tion and conformity thereto lead to freedom from pain And pleasurable 
enjoyment of existence. One Of the principles of existence is clearly 
this—we cannot bo entirely independent. We are all in some sense 
“ our brother's keeper.”

Books Wanted,—Dr. Crowell's Primitive Christianity. Vote Land
IL, and Art Magic. State price. Address E, W. Wallis; 73a, Corpora
tion Street, Manchester.
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business cards.
Terms, ifi per Hue per quarter In advance.

JoneSy Ohirvoyant and Speaker! 2, Benson Street, Liverpool.
FrankT&yto, Trance Speaker, 28, Council St, Hulme, Mancheater 

Professor Timton. Open dates. 201, Humberrtonc BA, Leicester. 
Mr». J. M. Smith, Speaker, Clairvoyant, 6, Colville Ter, Beeston Hill, Lead* 
Mirs Wlieeldon, Inspirational Speaker, Coal Aston, Sheffield. * 
Mrs.-Perrin, Curative Mesmerist. Thoroughly experienced. 
Lettons givtn. 78, Messina Avenue, West Hampstead! N.W.______  
W. J. Leeder, Speaker, Clairvoyant^ and Psychometrist, 17, Horton 
Street, Halifax. Advice given on ail matters,_______________________  
R. H. NEPTUNE, Astrologer, 11, Bridge St., Bristol Send stamped 
envelope for prospeetus,_________ ________
Mra Bradley, 1. Reservoir Roadf Normacot. Longton. Medie&l 
Di&gH08iB. advice, Ac. Consumption a speciality.__________________  
Mr. WM. LAMB, Test, trance, & business Clairvoyant, gives 
private sittings by appointment Bose Cottage,Barton Mobs, nr. M’chester. 
Astro-Clairvoyance. Ten years' experience. Fee 2/6. Professor Bland, 
81, Frances Street, Hulk___________________ ________________
Mr, Medical Diagnosis. Tert and Business Clairvoyant, at
homa daily, and open to engagements. Address—124, Portobello 
Road, Notting Hill, London, W.____________________________________  
Mr. Haimmiqif Tert, Trance, and Business Clairvoyant, gives private 
sittings by appointment at Mr. Warren’s, 245, Kentish Town Road, 
London, N.W.____________________________________ _____ ___________
Mrs. Worlds, Magnetic Healer, of Chicago, attends Patients 
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, 2 till 4 p.m., 14, Orchard Road, 
Shepherd's Bush, London.

PHYSIOGNOMY I PRYgmUNOMY! PHYSIOGNOMY I 
Send your Portrait, Look of Hair, stamped envelope, and receive return 
post full Delineation of Character and Mental Powers. Fee 2/6.— 
Address Mr. Victor Wyldes, Stanley Villa, 364, Long Acre, Birmingham. 
A respectable Married Man, aged 29, b anxious to find employment iu 
the Midlands, North of England, or Scotland. Thirteen years' retail 
business experience (five on own account). Wife could assist in any 
joint undertaking. Inquiries solicited. Address J. SWYER, o/o Mrs. 
Yetman, Salisbury Street, Blandford, Dorset, ar Wtioe -®b
Mfl H Gavan, Medical Psychometrist, 18, Clowes Street, West 
Horten, Manchester, gives State of Health, Ailmenbi, time to Cure, 
Advice, Ac, from lock of hair, sex, whether married or single, for la, 
stamp for reply. Incurables prefmred.

WORKS BY P. B. RANDOLPH.
EULIS: TBE THIRD REVEL A.TIOM OF SOUL AND 
SEX.—A work containing many secret and inner doctrines of the Rod
crucians. In it and by it troth man and woman have not merely the road 
to enormous power, mental and individual, but the grand energy of 
effecting wished-for changes in others, prolongation of Ufa, and rendering 
existence a road to perpetual joy . Price 10/6.
LOVE. WOMAN, MARRIAGE,—A work devoted to the study of 
Magnetic Attraction. The Mystery of Mysteries. Price 10/6. 
SEERSHIP, GUIDE TO SOUL SIGHT.—Clairvoyance, or Som
nambulic Virion, ite art and culture^ with rules for its attainment. 9/-. 
AFTER DEATH: or DISEMBODIMENT OF MAN. 10/6. 
SOUL WORLD. The Homes of the Dead. 10/6. 
PR R- ADAMITE MAN.—Showing the existence of the Human 

Race upon this Earth 100,000 years ago. Price 8/6.
Address—Kats 0. Randolph, M.D., 210, Bancroft Street, Toledo, Ohio, 

U.B.A.; or English Agent, J. J. MoBax, 80, Needham Road, Ken
sington, Liverpool. England.

“THE TWO WORLDS” LEAFLETS.
Nob. 1, 2, 3, 4, and &

Theme interesting Leaflets are useful little missionaries for 
gratuitous distribution, price 8d. per 100, 500 for 2/6, 1,000 for 4/6, 
post free in each case from Mr. Wallis. No, 1, Who are the Spiritual
ists of the Nineteenth Century ? No. 2, What Spiritualism Is and Is 
Not No. 8, Spiritualism Explained, by Mr. E. W. Wallis. No 4, Rules 
for the Spirit Circle, by Mrs. Britten. No. 5, Post-Mortem Existence, 
by Mr. E. W. Wallis. '

Apply to Mr. E. W. WALLIS, 73a, Corporation Street, Manchester.

lisbt:
A Weekly Journal of Pty chical, Occult, and Myttieal Research. 

" Light ! Mori Light !"—Goethe.
To kha educated thinker who concerns himself with questions of 

an occult character, “ LIGHT ” affords a special vehicle of informa
tion and discussion, and is worthy the cordial support of tho most 
intelligent students of Psychical facts and phenomena.

“ LIGHT ” proclaims a belief in the existence and life of tho 
spirit apart from, and independent of, the material organism, and in 
the reality and value. of intelligent intercourse between spirits 
embodied and spirits disembodied. Thb position it firmly and con
sistently maintains. Beyond thb it has no creed, and its columns are 
open to a full and free discussion—conducted in a spirit of honest, 
courteous, and reverent inquiry—its only aim being, in ths words of 
its motto, “ Light I Moro Light 1 ”

Price 2d.; or, 10s. lOd, per annum, post free. 
Office;—2, Duke Street, Adelphi, London, W.Q.

TH0 BANNER OF LIGHT, the oldest spiritual paper in 
the world. Published by Messis. Oolby and Rich, Boston, 
Mass., U.S.A European Agent, Mr. J. J. Morse.

GOLDSBROUGH’S PREMIER EMBROCATION
Refftd. No. 88,662,

38, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BRADFORD, 
YORKSHIRE,

STARTLING NEWS.
See this column weekly for the most startling testimonials 

in praise of Mrs. Goldsbrough’s Wonderful Treatment.

TESTIMONIAL No. 1.
From Mr. VICTOR WYLDES, Celebrated Elocutionbt, Popular 

Lecturer, and Character Delineator.
To Mr. and Mrs. Goldsbrough.

I desire to give my testimony in favour of your “ Premier 
Embrocation" as a wonderful remedy for Hoarseness, Sore Throat, 
and other Bronchial and Chest Affections incidental to public speaking. 
My voice, although naturally powerful, has been marvellously increased 
in resonance by the occasional use of your Embrocation over the Chest 
and Throat, just previously to and after any great public effort. Ite 
effects are truly magical. Any ordinary cold in the chest and throat 
will yield readily to its powerful influence. 1 am convinced by experi
ence that it has not only a protective effect. upon the Surface of the 
»kint but that it enters into the circulation by absorption, and fortifies 
the chest and throat by its soothing and healing warmth against any 
serious danger arising from excessive voice action or rapid change of 
temperature. Its effect! are permanent, and followed by no debilitating 
reaction. I am quite satisfied that Clergymen, Actors, Bingers, and 
Public Speakers nave only to give your “Premier Embrocation” a 
trial, and they will prove it to be a remedy without a rival

In conclusion, I beg leave to affirm that this Testimonial is un
solicited and quite unexpected by you, and further, that I have no 
pecuniary interest in thus testifying to the superlative merits of your 
“Prbmibb Embrocation." You are at perfect liberty to make public 
use of thb Testimonial.

I am, Sir and Madam,
Yours respectfully,

Birmingham July 9 th, 1891. Victor Wyldes.
NoT2.

Was Dead and is Alive again or pronounced Dead.
Hope Farm, Baildon, near Shipley, July 1st, 1891,

Dear Mrs. Goldsbrough,—Hearing that you are going to publish a 
new pamphlet, I am very desirous that my wonderful cure should be 
made known. For over two years I was a great sufferer with my heart 
and brain affection. So severe were the pains at times that I was laid 
prostrate for days and knew nothing whatever. Wheu we had tried all 
the best skill we could get, but to no purpose whatever, my case was 
considered a hopeless one, when a kind neighbour came in to make my 
dying moments as calm as possible by praying with me. On the 
following day I was much worse and all thought I was dead, when the 
same person was asked to come and prepare my body for its last resting 
place. In doing this they discovered I was not dead. It was then that 
my friends decided to try your treatment, which was procured without 
delay, and in ten hours I was able to walk about the room, and was 
restored to perfect health in five weeks. I was also able at the end of 
six weeks to walk to Bradford (four miles) to thank you for the cure 
you made without having seen me. Pardon my delay in sending thb, 
aa it is over two years since. I am, however, happy to say I have 
enjoyed good health ever since, and never felt better in all my life 
than I do at present I have recommended many people to try your 
treatment, and have witnessed the marvellous cures you have made in 
them. Hoping you may be blessed with good health and long life to 
telieve and cure sufferers like me,

I am, your ever grateful friend,
To Mrs. Goldsbrough. Frederick Moss.

Testimonials sent free on receipt of address.

Prof. BLACKBURN, D.M.,
NO. 17, HORTON STREET,

HALIFAX,
Will cure all your diseases, if curable at all, by hb

REMARKABLE REMEDIES.
Send Lock of Hair of the sufferer, with age, sex, and 

if married, with Is. and stamped envelope. You will then 
be told what you are suffering from.

Remedies can be had for any complaint at moderate 
charges.

All medicines are prepared from HERBS, and charged 
with ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM.

PERSONS VI8ITEP IF REQUIRED.
EAR DROPS can be had for Deafhess. Post free, Is. 

WORM POWDERS. A celebrated remedy. 7|d. per 
box.

Profeuor Bliokbuhn attend, at Scarr Top House, Church Street, 
Burnley, on Wednesdays only.

see ba < j o l < oa [SEE BACK PAGE.
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THE ALOFAS COMPANY’S
SAFE HERBAL SPECIALITIES.

ALOFAS Tincture.—Sure cure for Consumption, Bron
chitis, Pleurisy & all Throat and Chest Diseases.

ALOFAS Powder.—Cures all Wasting Diseases, Night 
Sweats, Debility, Brain Fag, &c.

ALOFAS Pills for Indigestion, Constipation, and all 
Liver and Bowel Disorders.

ALOFAS Stomachic cures Flatulence, Heartbum, Sour 
Eructations, and all Kidney and Heart Trouble.

ALOFAS Embrocation.—A boon to athletes. Cures 
Sprains, Rheumatism, Stiff Joints, <kc.

ALOFAS Ointment for Chaps, Chilblains, Cracks, Rough 
Skin, Ulcers, <fcc.

AT .pF AS Ringworm Ointment—A sure cure. 
ALOFAS Ointment for Piles. Most efficacious. 
ALOFAS Safe Remedy for Corpulence.
ALOFAS Hair Restorer for Falling Off, Baldness, Ac. 
ALOFAS Blood Purifier. Wonderfully successful. 
ALOFAS Special Female Tincture. Safe in all cases. 
ALOFAS Cholera Syrup for Diarrhoea, &c.

ALOFAR remedies are composed of purely innocent non-poisonous 
herbs, possessing the most wonderful medicinal properties, and, being 
entirely free from all injurious properties, they may be given with 
safety to the youngest child or the most sensitive invalid.

ALOFAS relaxes spasms, expels wind, relieves pain, equalizes 
the circulation, induces gentle but not profuse perspiration, clears the 
skin and beautifies the complexion. The continued use of this medicine 
strengthens the heart, harmonizes the nervous system, strengthens the 
sight, corrects the secretory functions, excites the glandular system, 
resolves vitiated deposits ; the venous absorbent and lymphatic vessels 
become stimulated, and all tendency to constipation is removed.

ALOFAS vitalizes mentally and physically; being a pabulum by 
which the brain is fed, its use imparts intellectual vigour, brilliancy and 
vivacity of thought; and, through the blood, strength and endurance 
of body. It is diuretic, tonic, alterative, anti-spasmodic, expectorant, 
anti-scorbutic, and stimulant. In fevers of every type its effect is won
derful, and there is no need of other medicine. In the worst cases of 
Pleurisy, Croup, Whooping Cough, Asthma, Colic, Colds, Coughs, 
Scarlet Fever, Measles, all Inflammatory Diseases, Skin Diseases, Gout, 
Rheumatism, Indigestion, Blood Diseases, Hepatic Torpor, Impotency, 
Loss of Energy, Confusion of Ideas, Headache, all Chronic Diseases, 
however complicated or long standing ; and in Female Diseases, when 
apparently hopeless, its curative action is beyond belief; but in all 
Throat and Chest Diseases, Cancer, Kidney Troubles, Mercurial and 
Quinine Poisoning, Brow Ague, Consumption, Bronchitis, Hysteria, fee., 
it is almost a Specific. All beneficial effects are accomplished without 
the slightest inconvenience or discomfort to the patient. This medicine 
neither raises the temperature of the body nor increases the frequency 
of the pulse, and no excitement whatever accompanies its use,

The A LOF A fl Preparations are all separate and independent 
remedies, composed of herbs selected with special reference to the 
disease requiring treatment, but all bear the word “ALOFAS,” our 
trade mark, to protect our customers from worthless imitations.

Send post card for the Alofas Guide to Health and Almanack for 
1891, with descriptive list of Remedies forwarded post free.

The ALOFAS Remedies, price Is. IJd., 2 s. 9d., and 4s. 6d. eaoh. 
Sold by all Chemists, or post free from

THE ALOFAS COMPANY,
20, New Oxford Street, London, W.C. 

Manager, D. YOUNGER.
(Author of “ The Magnetic and Botanic Family Physician.”)

Agent for Manchester—Mr. Wallis.

Also sold by the following agents 
Accrington.—T. Stanley, Chemist, Whalley Road.

W. Thornber, Chemist, 33 and 85, Blackbum Road. 
Armley (Leeds).—R. Peel, 40, Town Street. 
Ashford.—J. Ingall, Chemist, High Street. 
Barrow-in-Pumess.—Edwin Sansom, Chemist, 75, Duke Street. / 
Bath.—Pinch & Co., Chemists, 5, Cheap Street; and Cater Stoffell

& Fortt, 27, Market Place and 80, Upper Borough Walls. 
Birmingham.—Magor’s Drug Stores, Corporation Street.

Cross’ Drug Store, 11, High Street.
Bishop Auckland.—Thorburn & Son, 8, Newgate Street. 
Blackburn.—R. Lord Gifford, Chemist, Salford Bridge and Bastwell. 
Blandford (Dorset).—Gill, West Street.
Bradford.—J. Burchell, Grocer, 59, Otley Road and Fearnley Street. 
Bridlington,—R. Gatenby, 19, High Street; and Main prize, Chemist, 

9, King Street, Bridlington Quay.
Brighton.—Hardcastle & Co., Chemists, 71, East Street.

* Headland’s, 90, Western Road, and 59, North Street, 
Bromley-by-Bow.—J. H. Smith, Chemist, 189, St. Leonard’s Street. 
Burnley.—Francis, Chemist, 7, Manchester Road. 
Burslem.—A. R. Fresson, Chemist, 30, Queen Street, 
Burton-on-Trent.—Bardill, Chemist, 42 and 43, Station Street, 
Bury St. Edmunds.—Floyd & Co., Chemists, Cornhill. 
Cardiff.-—Bateman, 58, Cecil Street, Roath. 
Cardigan.—J. E. Jones, Pharmaceutical Chemist.
Chester-le-Street.—T. Foggan, Brown’s Buildings ; & J. Brown, Chemist. 
UtecAAeaton (Yorkshire).—Holdroyd, Drug Stores.
ColeshUl.—Sumner & Son, Chemists, High Street, 
Cork.—Harrington & Son, Limited, Chemists, 80, Patrick Street. 
Coventry,—F« Bird, Chemist, Spon Street

Owe.—A. P. Newman, Chemist Post Office, 48, Nantwich Road.
Oror^fbrd (Derbyshire).—W. Lennox, Market Place.
Derby.—Bardill & Co., Chemists, 46, Peter Street
Dewsbury.—O. G. Gloyne, Chemist
Durham.—Scawin and Bum, Chemists, 19, Market Street 
Eastbourne.—Baker & Co., Seaside'; Routly, Susan’s Road.
Edinburgh.—Smith and Bowman, Chemists, 9, Merchiston Terrace 

Morningside, and 7, Crichton Place; and at Leith.
Falkirk.—Wm. Murdoch, Melville Street.
Fenton.—J. Knight, Chemist, 113, High Street.
Gateshead.—Brumwell and Co., 67, High Street West

J. Stainthorpe, High Street.
Great Grimsby.—J. Wharton, 73, Freeman Street, and 19, Oxford St 
Glasgow.—John Griffin, 29, Dixon Avenue, CrosshilL
Hanley.—Central Drug Company, 26, Tontine Street 
Hastings.—A Brooker, Chemist, 52a, Robertson Street.

Sussex Co-operative Drug Co., 10, Robertson Street 
Hereford.—Ralph & Clarke, 8, High Town, 
Hornchurch.—J. H. Smith, Chemist
Hull.—A Richardson, Chemist, 443 and 117, Hessle Road.

G. Hoyles, The Holderness Pharmacy, Kirton, 53, Savile St 
Hindley.—O. S. Slingsby, 34, Queen Street 
Jarrow.—R. U. Clark, Chemist, 4, Market Square.
Kendal.—J. S. Metcalfe, Chemist, 55, High Gate.
Leamington Spa.—Burgis and Colbourne, Bedford Stores.
Leicester.—Professor T. Timson, 201, Humberstone Road (opposite 

Midland Passenger Station).
Leith.—Smith and Bowman, Chemists, 8, Duke St, and at Edin burgh 
Lincoln.-Boot’s Pure Drug Stores, 281, High St, 158, High St, St Mark’s 
Liverpool.—A. W. Fisher, 22, Newland Street, Everton.

J. J. Morse, 80, Needham Road, Kensington.
Longton.—Fresson’s Drug Stores, 45, Stafford Street. 
Lye.-—John Pardoe, Grocer, Bald Lane.
Mansfield.—-B. Adams, Chemist, Market Place.
Middlesbrough.—Hall, Marton Road ; Heatley, 61, Newport Road. 
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Proctor, 7, New Bridge St, and 217, Westgate Rd

G. J. Kirkup, 299, Westgate Road.
T. S. Alder, 140, New Bridge Street.
Crossling and Co., 144, Shields Road, Byker.
R. O. Sloane, 3, Bentinck Crescent.
Geo. Watson, 42, Malcolm Street, Heaton, 

Newcastle-under-Lyme.—Central Drug Co., 40, Bridge Street. 
North Shields.—J. Gibson, Chemist, 110, Charlotte Street. 
Norwich.—Fuller & Co., Rampant Horse Street.
Nottingham.—H. Oampkln, 52, Hunger Hill Road; Boot’s Pure Drug 

Stores, 20, Goosegate, la, Arkwright Street, 159, Alfreton Road, 
and St. Ann’s Well Road; S. Cook, Chemist, Hyson Green.

Oxford.—J. H. Jessop, Carfax Pharmacy, 140, High Street. 
Pendleton.—John Hayes, Herbalist, 3, EUor Street.
Plymouth.—J. V. Williams, Chemist, 95 and 96, Old Town Street. 
Preston,—J. T. Jackson, 55, Fishergate.
Rotherham.—Pontis Botanical Drug Stores, 22, College Street.
Rye.—H. Horrell, 98 and 94, High Street.
Salcombe (Devon).—R. M. Stewart. '
Sheffield.—Boot’s Pure Drug Stores, 82, Snig Hill, 252, West Street 

212 and 518, London Road, Heeley Bridge,
Southampton.—The Herbal Stores, 40, Northam Road, 
Southsea.—Rastrick and Son, Chemists, King’s Road. 
South Shields.—May’s, 8, Market Place, and 38, Ocean Road. 
St. Leonards-on-Sea.—Haswlby, Chemist, 1, Eversfield Place. 
Stockton-on-Tees.—R. R. Bainbridge, 141, High Street.

„ (South) R. Colling, 16, Mandale Road. 
Sunderland.—Marshall Bros., 15, Fawcett Street.

J, R. Sayer, 119, Whitburn Street, Monkwearmouth. 
Haunton,—E. J. Harris, Chemist, 5, East Street.
Thrapston.—Turner, Chemist, opposite Post Office.
Tunbridge Wells,—Geo. Cheverton, Chemist, The Broadway, 
Tunstall.—G. H. Piggott, Chemist, Market Place.

Featherstone, Chemist, Market Square.
Tynemouth.—Allard, 74, Front Street.
West houghton (nr. Bolton)—Jn. Boulton, Medical Hall, 158, Church St. 
Wigan.—J. Phillips, Chemist, The Pharmacy. (
Wolverhampton.—G. E. Aldridge, Confectioner, 8, Queen Street*.
Worthing.—James Burt, Botanical Chemist, 89, Montague Street,

Every Thursday, Price Twopence.

THE AGNOSTIC JOURNAL
AND ECLECTIC REVIEW.

Edited by SALADIN.
\* Thb Agnostic Journal Is the only journal of advanced thought 

of the overt and aggressive order that has broken away from the 
“ Freethought ” traditions of Richard Carlile and his school to adopt a 
policy compatible with the higher moral tone and riper culture of 
modern times. Thb Agnostic Journal contends that liberal thought 
does not necessarily arrive at the conclusion that all existing institutions 
should be overturned; and it distinctly repudiates the crude sedition 
in politics and the revolting prurience in sociology which have for bo 
long made popular M Freethoughtn a hiss and a byeword with all whose 
adherence would be of value.

Under name and pen-name, some of the most scholarly and able 
writers of the age contribute regularly to Thb Agnostic Journal ; and 
although the editorial policy is opposed to the popular and dominant 
faith, the columns of the journal are ever open to articles In defence of 
Spiritualism from writers of recognized ability.
Thb Agnostic Journal can be had free by post on the following 

terms: Quarterly, 2/8J; half-yearly, 5/5; yearly, 10/10. Orders should 
be given to local newsagents, but where this is impracticable they 
should be sent direct to the publishing office.

London : W. Stewart & Co., 41, Farringdon Street.

THE RBLIGIO-PHILOSOPHIOAL JOURNAL, a 
weekly paper published by Col. J. 0. Bundy, Chicago, HL, U.S.A, 
Agents: Mr. E. W. Wallis, and Mr. Morsr.

Printed for ” Thb Two Woblds " Publishing Company, Limited, by John Hxywood, Excelsior Printing and Bookbinding Works, Manchester, and Published by 
him at Doansgato and Ridgefield, Manehester; and at 1, Paternoster Buildings, London. Company's Office, 78a, Corporation Street, Manchester.


